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A. Purpose And Objective Of The Thesis 
The subject matter of this research is 8the court and unions" 
in the period of 1945-1948. This thesis is a part of a project 
being conducted by the Institute of Social and Industrial Re-
lations on union growth. In the frame work of this project~ the 
impact of certain political and social factors on union growth 
are going to be examined. 
The purpose of this thesis is to analyse the effects of 
court decisions upon union growth in the period of 1945-1948. 
The selection of the years of 1945 to 1948 is in keeping with 
the method of the Institute' 8 project on union growth~ i.e. 
examining the possible effects of a growth factor in a period 
which preceded a change in the development of unions. 1948 was 
a year of such chanqe~ representing a temporary downturn in union 
membership. It i. hoped that this thesis can indicate if court 
decisions influenced these change. in union growth. 
COurt decision. are examined because in the view of labor 
economist and leading labor law experts, the deciaion of various 
courts have had a role in effecting union growth. According to 
1 
2 
Joseph Shister, one of the patterns effecting union growth in the 
united States has been the 800iol89al framework.
l under the 
800101egal frUlework the following factors are enumerated. (a) 
public opinion, (b) legislationr and (c) the courts. 
2 
Commenting on union organization in general and the court.' 
influence in particular, John T. Dunlop, noted that. "Certain 
type. of CODIIlUIlity institutions stimulate and. other. retard, the 
emergence and growth of labor organisation, as would have been 
the cas. had the doctrine of early conspiracy ca.es been generally 
applied.·3 other labor law authorities agreed with Dunlop that 
the court. also effected the fate of organized labor. 
4 Archibald 
Cox, in his article on liThe ICle of Law in Labor Disputes, It con-
cluded that for half a century the national labor policy vaa 
formulated by the judiciary. 5 
lJoaeph Shiater, "The Logic of union Growth," Th. Jpumal 
~ Political Bcom!py. LXI october, 1953, p. 424. 
2lbid• 
3 John T. Dunlop, "The Development of Labor organization," 
xnsiQ'ht lpto Lp.bo; ,a.p's, (Hew York, 1946), p. 184. 
4 Nathan P. "einainger and Bdwin B. White, "Labor Legislation 
and the Role of aovernment," Menthly Labor Review. July, 1950, 
~. 51. 
5Archibald Cox, liThe Role of Law in Labor Disputea, II Cornell 
!d!!. guane;Ay. Vol. 39, SUmmer, 1954, p. 593. 
3 
B. Methods Used in This Research 
The historical background covering the period of 1945-1948 
was compiled from labor history mon09raphs and journals. An ex-
amination of the historical background will develop those factors 
which from a historical point of view had an effect on union 
growth. This research is based entirely on lihrary work. 
The opinions of the supreme COurt for the period of 1945-
1948, as cited in the United states ,R!POrters concerning labor, 
were selected. However, those cases which concern violations of 
the Fair Labor standards Act were not included in this thesis, 
since they were not considered to have a direct effect on union 
growth. 
The selection of cases fran Federal COurts (other than the 
Supreme COurt) and state Courts presented a difficult problem 
because of the large number of opinions cited during the period 
under examination. In order to confine the number of cases to be 
examined, they were classified under the following topic headings. 
organization, strikes, boycotts and picketing, the individual and 
the Union, and disputes between local and international unions. 
Each topic was checked against the Commerce Clearing House 
~r ~~____ for each yttar under study and citations concerning 
each topic noted. Before consulting the reporters for each cas. 
the ~~~p_ar~~~ C1~tion~ were consulted for additional cases. The 
eases cited were then briefed from Federal ~ ____ ~ 
al 
4 
Uorth Western, Pacific South Eastern, S,outh ~iestern and Southern 
Reporters for state cases. They were briefed and arranged in 
topiC order. 
The final problem was to analyse the decisions to see if they 
had any effect on union membership. As an aid in this analysis" 
the ll,aEYard LaW Review", califomJ-a ~ Mvi._ h@bor .!A'!. R,tyiew, 
and monographs on Labor LaW were consulted. 'the journals and 
monographs indiaated that these cases had been reported a8 leading 
decisions and could by comparing their decisions effect union 
growth. The remaining chapters wi 11 attempt to analyse and prove 
the validity of their effect on union growth. 
CHAPTER II 
TRADE UNIONS DURING 1945 - 1948 
A. Union Membership 
During the Second World War, trade unions had a very favora-
ble climate for growth. Despite the fears of the labor movement, 
this growth continued during the reconversion period. By 1948, 
14 million persons were members of trade unions. l The following 
table will illustrate the actual changes in union membership for 
the period under study. 
TABLE I 
UNION MEMBERSHIP 1945 - 1948 
YEAR ACTUAL MEMBERSHIP INCREASE OVER % 
PRECEDING YEAR 
1945 12,724,700 185,800 1.5 
1946 12,980,800 256,100 2.0 
1947 14,119,100 1,138,300 9.0 
1948 14,186,400 67,300 .5 
-
SOurce: Irving Bernstein, "The Growth of 2\meriean unions.t" 
American Economic Review, ..:rune, 1954, p. 303 • 
leanadian figures are not included. 
5 
6 
The table indicates that for the first two years of this 
period, membership increased 185,800 and 256,100 respectively. 
In 1947, there was a very sharp increase of 1,138,300, followed 
by a very modest increase of 67,300 in 1948. 
While the numerical increase in trade union membership indi-
cates an upward trend, an examination of real membership will re-
flect a different pattern. The following table indicates the 
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Source I Irving Bernstein, "The Growth of American Unions, 
1945-1960. Labor IlistOX'Yi SPrinq. 1961 __ p_. 135. 
fhe preceding table indicates that the percentage of union member-
ship to civilian labor force has varied only by one per cent dur-
ing this period. 
2Annon • EmplOyment ~ Earnings. United States Department of 
Labor, Bureau of Labor statistics, Vol. 10, No.5, November, 1963, 
p. 1. 
7 
B. Factors Effecting Union Growth In 1945-1948 
Before we examine in detail the factors effecting union 
growth during this period, some aspects in general should be con-
sidered. In his study entitled nunion Growth-Reconsidered,," 
JUlius Rezler classified factors whioh have a primary or secondary 
effect on union growth. 3 These factors can be legal, political or 
social and can effect the growth of union in a certain period of 
time. In Rezler's study" certain years were selected and examined 
because of changes in union membership. The following factors 






ee) ausiness Cycle 
(f) PUblic Opinion 
(9) union Leadership 
(h) structure of Union Organization 
Not all the factors indicated, effected union growth at the 
same time. A combination of certain factors limited or promoted 
growth. In some instances, they offset each other and thus al-
l.owed only one or two factors to influence it. While concerned 
with the courts as a taetor, we shall in this chapter explore the 
roles of the other factors and their effects on union qrowth. 
3Julius Realer, union Growth-Recon.1dered, Chicago, 1958. 
4 Ibid., Razler, 'table II and III. 
8 
The Second World War had ended a year earlier than the Truman 
Administration had anticipated. The war effort had reached its 
peak in 1944, when forty-five per cent of the labor force had been 
employed in war production or in the armed forces. Wi th the ces-
sation of hostilities, both labor and management urged a program 
be adopted by the government which would return the eoonomy to a 
peacetime status. 
Labor, fearful of increased unemployment due to the end of 
government contracts, advanced a program of full employment. on 
the matter of removal of price controls, there was considerable 
difference in opinion between the American Federation of Labor and 
the Congress of Industrial Organizations. The A.P.L. advocated 
immediate removal of all controls, While the C.I.O. cautioned for 
a gradual reduction of them. 
The ending of hostilities did not cause a decline in produc-
tion and employment, since there was a demand for consumer goods, 
which had been rationed or non-existent during the war. This de-
mand coupled with accumulated savings of consumers created a busi-
ness climate conducive to an expanding economy. 
The business prosperity which followed the war, along with a 
high level of employment provided an atmosphere for continued 
trade-union growth. While this growth was not as spectacular as 
during the war period, it was upward. 
9 
Labor unions continued to maintain their wartime membership 
levels and gained a little. Some of this increase in membership 
resulted from organizational campaigns in previous unorganized 
areas. 
The textile industry, which had its beginning in New England, 
started a migration south. The south presented an area where 
union organizational activity had always faced local opposition. 
With this shift in the textile industry, both the A.P.L. and the 
C.I.O. began an all out campaign to organize the southern indus-
trial complex. While faced with a well disciplined opposition, 
some progress was made in this area. 
A more receptive area was the white collar field. The Retail 
Clerks' Protective Aasociation, American Pederation of Labor, had 
made some early progress in this area and had organized about ten 
per cent of the retail and wholesale white collar workers. The 
greatest gain in white collar workers occurred in the telephone 
industry. In 1945, between 100,000 and 200,000 members of the 
National Federation of Telephone Workers left their jobs for four 
to six hours in protest over a National Labor Relations Board 
ruling. 5 This demonstration indiaated that trade-union movement 
had become an important factor in the telephone industry. This 
growth continued through the 1945 - 1948 period. 
5Joel Seidman, American Labor Fr~ Defen,e To Reconversion, 
Chicago, 1953, p. 248. 
10 
The preceding discussion indicated that certain factors had 
a favorable effect on union growth. The business cycle responding 
~o the demand for consumer goods because of shortages during the 
~ar, created a climate for employment. Aggressive union leader-
ship and the inclusion of union security provisions in collective 
~greements prOIlloted increased membership. '!'he Truman Administra-
tion created a friendly cl~ate toward labor. 
The follOWing discussion will try to show that legislation, 
~ublic opinion and employers created an unfavorable attitude 
~oward union growth. 
It can be reasoned that this period demonstrates the fact 
~hat at a given time factors can have opposite effects. 
Trade-unions also underwent changes in industries which 
either grew or declined due to a shift in demands for their prod-
ucts or services. Petroleum and natural gas production grew while 
hi tuminous coal declined. Trucking and airlines grf!tW as railroads 
suffered. There were shifts in the composition of the labor force 
itself as the number of blue collar workers declined while those 
in white collar and service industry grew. 
The end of the war brought to labor-management relations a 
climate of tough collective bargaining. Labor leaders wanted no 
more dealings with the War Labor Board, which had incurred labor's 
~rath through the promulgation of the Little steel Fo~ula. When 
this Board was succeeded by the National Wage stabilization Board 
11 
in 1945# it also was criticized bv labor for its disapproval of 
union advocated \vage increases. Labor 'N'as in no mood for a no-
strike pledge since it felt the rank and file workers demanded a 
program to keep pace with the rise in living costsl the decline 
in overtime and loss of jobs through cancellation of government 
contracts. 
In the fall of 1945, the issue of wages reached a climax when 
the labor movetuent advocated a general wage increase of thirty_one 
per cent and contended that this could be granted without affect-
ing prices. A short time later, the Office of Price Administra-
tion issued a report supporting a twenty-four per cent wage in-
arease. 6 Within a few daysl President Truman called for a program 
of wage increases which would help workers sustain their purchas-
ing power. He maintained that these increases would yield higher 
productivity and profits.' 
With the wage problems still in a discussion phase, the issue 
became the crux of numerous strikes. Although the number of 
strikes did not increase sharply, their length and man-days idle 
per month intensified and adversely affected public opinion. 
Strikes rose from 4 1 750 in 1945 to 4,985 in 1946. The man-days 
6 Seidman, p. 219. 
7 Ibid• 1 p. 220. 
12 
idle increased from 38,000,000 to 116,000,000 in the same period. 8 
The main purpose of theae strikes was the maintenance of purchas-
ing power for the strikers. This loss of purchasing power had re-
sulted from the increase in the prices of consumer goods and the 
end of most of the wartime price control programs. 
President Truman made one final effort to bring labor and 
management together when he held a National Labor-Management Con-
ference in November of 1945. The main purpose, according to the 
President, was to establish the machinery to prevent or to settle 
industrial disputes. on the second day of the conference, the 
issue of a transit strike was presented in hope that the confer-
ees might arrive at a solution. The conference broke up without 
any solution to the transit strike or to the establishment of 
machinery to settle industrial disputes. 
Of the numerous strikes that occurred in this period, that of 
General Motors perhaps best illustrated the conflicts of the era. 
Wal ter Reuther, head of the united Auto Workers, had requested 
that General Motors grant a thirty per cent wage increase in order 
for their employees to maintain adequate purchasing power. Gener-
al Motors countered with a ten per cent wage increase, contending 
that this was the maximum they could pay. Reuther requested that 
8 Annon., Monthly Labor Review, June 1962, Vol. 19, No. 7 I 
p. 854. 
13 
General Motors open their books and prove their inability to pay 
more. President Truman appointed a fact-finding board, but Gener-
al Motors withdrew from the hearing when the President stated 
that a "Ability to pay was a relevant issue."9 After 113 days, 
the strike was settled with an .185 per hour average increase. 
other strikes arose in the oil industry with 40,000 workers 
idle and in the meat packing industry with 300,000 idle. Three 
other significant strikes were those at General Electric, Westing-
house and United states Steel. These strikes somewhat followed 
the pattern of that of General Motors with bitter arguments over 
whether the wage increases were inflationary. These disputes were 
settled with wage increases of .15 to .185 per hour. 
Three major strikes--one in railroad and two in coal, caused 
serious repercussions for labor. In the spring of 1946, John L. 
Lewis, the president of united Mine Workers, requested that the 
mine operators establish a health and welfare fund to be financed 
from coal royalties. While the mine operators were willing to 
grant wage increases, they balked at the request for the welfare 
fund. Their rejection was based on the theory that the fund was 
not the proper subject of collective bargaining. on April 1, 
1946, the mines were struck. However, President Truman negotiated 
9Foster R. Dulles, Labor in ~ericaJ New York, 1955, p. 359. 
14 
a two-week truce. Before the truce had expired, he placed the 
mines under the Secretary of the Interior, Julius A. Rruq. 
Krug and LeWis reached an agreement to establish two separate 
funds to be financed by the royalties and to be jointly adminis-
tered by the ~ne operators and the union. The union claimed it 
to be the greatest economic and social gain registered by the 
United Mine Workers in a single wage agreement. 10 
While the coal strike occupied the attention of the nation, 
the railway industry was moving towards a national strike. After 
a breakdown in negotiations, the twenty different brotherhoods 
agreed with management to submit the matter to the Railway Labor 
Board. Only the nearly 300,000 engineers and trainmen refused to 
accept the agreement and called for a general strike on May 18, 
1946. 11 President Truman, acting on executive powers granted 
during war time, seized the railroads and postponed the strike for 
five days. 
On May 23, 1946, the railroads were completely shut dawn. 
President Truman, in a radio address, appealed to the workers to 
return to work in the interest of the national welfare. Faced 
with increasing request for government action and the hostility of 
the workers, a bitter and disgusted President turned to Congress 
10 Dulles, p. 361. 
11 Raybeck, p. 391. 
15 
f.or legislation. Minutes after the strike was started, Truman, in 
an address to a joint session of Cbngress, requested legislation to 
draft workers who engaged in a strike considered to be injurious 
to the national welfare. 
Congress reacted swiftly and the House of Representatives en-
acted a bill containing a provision to draft strikers, but the 
senate adopted a bill without the draft provision. Therefore, the 
bill was allowed to die in committee. 
In November of 1946, the nation was confronted with its sea-
ond major strike in the coal fields. The mines were still under 
the control of the Federal government. Secretary Krug refused to 
consider reopening of the contract for wage discussions. LeWis 
called the mine workers out with the slogan: "No contract--no 
work ••• 12 The government requested and received an inj unction from 
a Federal District Court to restrain the workers from striking. 
Despite the injunction, the mines were shut down on November 20, 
1946. On December 3, 1946, Federal Judge T. Alan Goldsbrough 
fined the Mine Workers $3,500,000 and Lewis personally $10,000. 13 
The union appealed the decision to the United States Supreme Court 
on the question of a violation of the Clayton and Norris-LaGuardia 
Acts. The SUpreme Court upheld the lower court and the strike 
12oul1e., p. 370. 
13Ibid • 
16 
ended on March 19, 1947. 
During the coal controversy, the second round of wage in-
creases began. The .15 and .185 cent per hour increases gained 
in the strike. of 1945, were nullified by a prolonged inflation. 
The continuing advocation of increased wages by labor had a direct 
effect on public opinion. Throughout this period, the trade union 
movement had as.erted that it Was only seeking wage increases 
which would maintain purchasinq power. However, some of the gen-
eral public thought that labor was seeking the increases at the 
expense of the consumer. 14 Labor's failure to offset this adverse 
attitude contributed to the climate of anti-unionism. 
In February of 1946, the National Association of Manufactur-
ers, noting the somewhat hostile attitude of the general public 
and the business community towards labor, intensified its anti-
union efforts. Through a series of newspaper ad., it urged the 
establishment of a national labor policy that would treat both 
labor and management exactly alike and above all be fair to the 
general public. 15 In December of the same year, the united state. 
Chamber of Commerce called for legislation to curb the monopolistic 
l4Ib!d. 
lSaarry A. Millis and Dnily Clark Brown, From J:h!. WIsmer ~ 
!2 Tift-Hartley, Chicago, 1950, p. 282. 
17 
practices of trade unions. 16 The immediate aim of this drive waa 
for the education of the unoryanized middle class and the young 
people to the need of legislation to re.trict labor. 
By 1947, more than thirty-five statea had pa.sed legislation 
which restricted labor to 80me degree. l7 Closed shop, check-off 
and maintenance of membership were restricted by state laws. '!'he 
closed shop legislation was the subject of state-wide referendum 
and constitutional amendments. The first right-to-work laws were 
adopted by Louiaiana, Arkansa. and Florida in 1944. In 1946 and 
194 7, ten atIlt.s legislated against the closed shop. 18 
While the provisiona of union cont.racts which promoted union 
security through closed shop agreements were being forbidden by 
IState law, restrictive legislation was also enacted in aeveral 
~tat.s governing the check-off and work permits. Picketing, 
secondary boycotts and strike acti vi ties were controlled in four-
teen statea. l9 The rise in state right-to-work laws and reatric-
~ive legislation coincided with the clamor for such legislation on 
.. national level. 
16;Pid. 
l7Anon • Growth of LJt80r Law in the united stat.,. u.s. 
~artment of Labor, 1962, p. 248. 
l8Ibid • 
-
19Growth 21 kJb2r ~ p. 248. 
18 
In an analysis of the arguments for changes in labor laws 
ainee 1939, Millis and Brown cited the following reaaons. 20 
(1) Under exiating laws organized labor had ecme 
into a dominant position in industry, it had too much 
power and there was a need to effect a balance, 
(2) Many of the unions had not developed a necessary 
sense of responsibility to industry and the public, or to 
individual employers and union members, correlative to 
their protective rights, and 
(3) Labor organizations should be under the same or 
equivalent limitations and responsibilities as rested 
upon employers. 
The many bills introduced in Congress and state legislatures con-
tained provisions incorporating many of the provisions enumerated 
above. 
The seventy-ninth Congress (1945-1946), reflecting the chang-
ing pUblic attitude towards labor, had fifty billa presented to 
it. Of these billa, those of McMahon, Ellender, Smith, Bell-
Hatch and case were the most important. These bills contained 
provisions to prevent national strikes and to promote industrial 
peace. They called for the use of cooling-off periods, fact 
finding boards and compulsory arbitration. The case bill was 
passed, but was vetoed by President Truman. Although these bills 
were never enacted into law, they did indicate the mood of the 
0:. ngress. 
20 Millis, p. 272. 
19 
At a time in history when trade-union movement in the united 
states n~eded a united front, it was torn apart by internal frio-
tion. Throughout the post-war boom, the A.F.L. and the C.I.O. 
had been engaged in raiding each other for membership. Agreements 
not to raid were few and broken easily. The National Labor Re-
lations Board was required to hold elections in which unions tried 
to remove the incumbent. Secondary boycotts and strikes were 
tactics used by unions in an attempt to persuade union members to 
join their unions. This division in the house of Labor, despite 
num9rous attempts to bring the A.P.L. and C.I.O. together, worked 
to labor's disadvantage. 
Another internal problem ,.,as that of the left-wing. The 
united Electrical Workers, International Longshoremen's and Ware-
housemen' s union (of the Pacific Coast), the Fur and Leathl9r \vork-
ers, the National Maritime union, Mine, Mill and Smelter Worl{ers, 
and the Farm Equipment 'tforkers obeyed the party line. The united 
Auto Workers elected Walter Reuther as its president and this was 
a sarioue setback for the Communists. 2l Other setbacks followed. 
rt'he National !u.ritime union left the Communist group and in 1946, 
President Philip MurraYI at the C.I.O. convention, proposad a 
resolution disavowing COmmunist control of the C.I.O. 22 
21uenry Palling. iunerican Labor, Chicago, 1960, p. 193. 
22Ibid • 
20 
In 1947-48, Murray acted to remove individual communists from in-
fluential posts inside the C.I.O. headquarters and exerted pres-
sure to have them removed on the state and local level. While 
labor was housecleaning itself of the Communists, the Cold War 
intensified and the general public called on labor to rid itself 
of left-wing associations. 
The first restrictive act of the 1945 - 1948 period was the 
Lea Act, commonly known .s the Anti-Petrillo Act. This was an 
amendment of the Federal Communication Act. Its purpose was to 
outlaw featherbedding in the radio industry and it had very little 
effect on the trade-union movement .s a whole. 
The Eightieth Congress convened in 1947, with the Republican 
party in control of both houses. On opening day, the House of 
Representatives received seventeen labor bills in the hopper. 23 
President Truman, sensing a change in labor policy, requested 
labor legislation in his state of the union Message. This problem 
according to Millis and Brown, was the main concern of Congress to 
the passage of the Taft-Hartley Act in June of 1947. 24 The stage 
was now set for the passage of the first major revision of our 
labor policy since the enactment of the Wagner Act. 
23Millis, p. 363. 
24Millis, p. 363. 
21 
President Truman had requested that Congress enact legis-
lation to prevent jurisdictional disputes, to prohibit secondary 
boycotts with "unjustifiable objectives," to provide machinery 
, to help sol va disputes arising under existinq collecti va bargain-
ing agreements, and to create a temporary commission to investi-
gate the whole field of labor-management relations. 25 On April 11 
. and April 17, 1947, the Bouse and Senate Committees respectively, 
reported favorably on a new comprehensi va labor law. 
The hearings in the Houae lasted six weeks, and a hundred and 
thirty witnesses were heard or had testimony inserted into the 
record. The Senate hearings lasted about six weeks also and heard 
testimony from eighty-three witness.s. 26 After lengthy debat., 
the bill was passed by both Houses and sent to the President. On 
June 20, 1947, the President vetoed the bill with the following 
objection to it and the reasons for his return of the measage, 
unsigned. 27 
The moat fundamental test which I have applied to this 
bill ia Whether it would strengthen or weaken American 
democracy in the present critical hour. This bill i. 
perhaps the most serious economic and social legislation 
of the paat decade. Its effects, for 900d or ill, would 
be felt for decades to come. 
25 Ibid., p. 364. 
26lb ,..:; 375 . bu.., p. 
27Millia, p. 390 
22 
I have concluded that the bill is a clear threat to the 
successful working of our democratic society. 
Without debate or discussion, the Bouse immediately after hearing 
the veto message, voted to override it by a total of 331 to 83. I The Senate was not so 
!JUne 23, 1947. 28 The 
hasty and agreed on postponing the vote till 
delay was for the purpose of feeling out the 
sentiments of the country. On June 23, 1947, the Labor Management 
Relations Act became law when the Senate overrode the veto 68 to 
25. 
Labor referred to the Act .s a "Slave Labor Act," btl the 
the National Association of Manufacturers called it a "Magna Carta 
for Employers" and a "Bill of Rights for the Individual Working-
man." It was apparent that the Act would mean many thing. to many 
men. 
FollOWing the enactment of the Taft-Hartley Act, seven more 
statea pa.sed right-to-work laws and eight states repealed right-
to-work or other laws restricting union .ecurity.29 
As has been indicated, certain economic and political factors 
had influenced the growth of trade unions during the period under 
examination. We have seen labor emerge from a period of high 
growth during World War II into a period where membership grew, 
28~., p. 391. 
29GrcM'th 2£. J..Abgr ~ p. 248. 
23 
but at a moderate rate. We ~lill now examine in the remaining 
chapters, the effect of judicial decisions on union growth. 
CHAPTER III 
FEDERAL COURTS AND LABOR UNIONS DURING 
THE PERIOD 1945 - 1948 
Numerous cases involving labor relations were decided by the 
Federal Courts during the 1945 to 1948 period. For the purpose of 
this thesis, certain leading decisions have been selected to ascer 
tain if they had influenced union growth and in what direction. 
They will be discussed under the following topic headings. 
<a) Organization, (b) strikes, Boycotts and Picketing, (c) Collec-
tive Bargaining, and (d) The Individual and the union. 
A. Organization 
Under this general topic will be discussed the attempts of 
labor to organize and the litigation that resulted from some of 
these attempts. During the period under examination, eleven cases 
have been studied and selected as representati va 0 f the period. 
The first case of this period was Republic Aviation Corpora-
tion v. NatioRil Labor Relation. Board. l The petitioner appealed 
1324 U. S. 793 (1945). 
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the ruling of a Circuit court of Appeals in affirming the cease 
and desist order of the National Labor Relations Board. Petition-
er had discharged. an employee for soliciting and distributing 
union cards and applications in violation of a "no soliciting" 
rule. Three other employees were discharged for wearing union 
st~ard badges after having bean requested to cease doing 80 on 
several occasions. The United Auto Workers-Congress of Industrial 
Organization was actively seeking to organize Republic. 
The NLRB respondent determined that this action by the Com-
pany was in violation of Section 8(1) (3) of the National Labor 
Relationa Act. The Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed a lower 
court enforcement of the Board' a order. 
on April 23, 1945, the SUpreme Court ruled that the Wagner 
Act left to the Rational Labor Relationa Board the right to deter-
mine what conatituted an unfair labor practice. The Board having 
detez:mined that the "no soliei ting" rule was a violation of Sec-
tion 8(1), the Court waa merely to examine if auch action were 
warranted under the evidence preaented. The Court rej ected the 
Company'. contention that the "no soliciting" rule applied to all 
solici tora raqardlesa of the nature of their aim.. Since the 
solicitation occurred on the employee' 8 own time, thia action was 
a recognized union activity and could not be prohibited. 
The matter of wearing' of steward badges before certification 
waa considered to be proper since there waa only one union aeeking 
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to represent the employees of Republic. 
~le Rlpublic decision had a decided effect upon union growth 
during this period. The SUpreme Court, in prohibiting the use by 
a company of restriati.ve rules against union organizing on company 
proporty, allowed unions to solie! t me:nbers where condi.tions made 
it impossible once the employees left their jobs. Gregory, in his 
ltAbor .m9. .tWt LI\tI, oi ted this case as an important declsion al1.d 
noted that after the workers left the plant, they peripherated for 
many miles by automobile and would have been difficult to reach. 2 
TlAUS, this decision allowed unions to organize industries where 
normal off-promises attempts would be very difficult, if not im-
possible. 
In Hill v. J'loEidJ,.3 the Attorney General of Plorida filed an 
injunction against the petitioner Hill in a local court. '!'he 
basis for this injunction was that Hill had acted .s a business 
agent for a union without obtaining a lioense as required by a 
Florida statute. This statute required the registration and li-
ceruaing of any person seeking to perform the function of a union 
organizer. Failure to do 80 was a miaa_eaner. Hill was oonvictec 
in the trial court, and appealed to the Florida SUpreme Court. 
His bill of particulars was dismissed. 
2areqory, <::harle. 0., Labor.l!1!1 the lde!:. Jlew York. 1961, 
Second Revised Edition, p. 353. 
3325 U. S. 538 (1945). 
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Hill then appealed his conviction to the Supreme Court of the 
united States claiming that the Florida statute conflicted with 
the National Labor Relations Act and violated the Fourteenth 
Amendment of the Constitution. 
on J\tne 11, 1945, the united states SUpreme Court ruled that 
Florida had enacted a law \'!hich prohibited the rights of employees 
to freely choose their collective bargaining representatives. In-
dicating that Congress int~nded in its enact~ent of the Wagner Act 
to grant such freedom, the c:>urt found. that the State was frus-
trating such exercise. If the state could require the registra-
tion of a person it wished to license, then the choice by the em-
ployees was greatly reduced. The SUpreme Court of Florida was 
overruled and judgment was in favor of Hill. 
The state of Florida sought a meana to control, regulate and 
restrict union activity within its boundaries. Although this 
decision concerned a local statute, it did reemphasize the suprem-
acy of federal law over state law. In the opinion of Gregory, 
this case was a leading case in a long series of precedents af-
firming federal supremacy.' The immediate effect upon union 
growth outside of the state of Florida is questionable since fed-
eral supremacy over state had been decided before. However, it 
may be considered .s a deterrent precedent by other SOuthern statel. 
4 Gregory, p. 531. 
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In ~ Depart;m.ent store dip/a Fap!OU'-!Ia. and £2.. v. H.tional 
J.d!l?or Relat,iona Board. 5 the question of certification of the prop-
er bargaining unit was decided. FamoUs-Barr petitioned the United 
states Supreme Court to set aside a lower Feder.l Court ruling 
finding it guilty of a violation of Seatior: a (1) of the Wagner 
Act. Petitioner contmlded that the National Labor Relations Board 
had erred in certifying the st. Louis Joint Council, United Re-
tail, Wholesale and Department Store Employees of America, A.F.L. 
as the bargaining agent for twenty-eight of its five thousand em-
ployees. Petitioner decided to cllallenge the decision and refused 
to bargain. 
The Company alao refused to include these twenty-eight em-
ployees in a wage increase request it had filed with the War Labor 
Board. 'l'he respondent then cited the Company for a violation of 
Section 8(1) (5). 
The decision of the SUpreme Court rendered on Decauber 10, 
1945, said that the Board had the right to determine the proper 
bargaining agent for a plant or store and could restrict it to in-
clude a certain portion rather than the entire store. The action 
of the Company in excluding the.e employees represented by the 
union was discriminatory. Therefore, the evidence indic.ted a 
violation of Sections 8(1)(5). 
5323 U.S. 192 (1945) Rehearing denied 326 U.S. 811 (1945). 
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This decision had some effect upon union qrowth since it es-
tablished that the Board could determine the proper bargaining 
unit from a section or a department rather than the entire body 
of the plant or enterprise. Application of the ruling could fos-
ter unionization among eV~l a small group of employees. 
A similar decision was rendered in Natiol~l Lpbor ~lati9n. 
:Board v. J.i9rfolk SOl:lt;.!1ern !!B!. Lines Corporation. 6 The Company was 
composed of two divisions, one operating in Virginia and the other 
in t~rth Carolina. 'rne Onion was successful in organizing the 
Virginia division, but not the North carolina grc\.1.p. '!'he Board 
certified the union as the bargaining agent for the Virginia divi-
sion. The Company refused to bargain, contending that. the Board 
could not conclude t.hat the division was a separate bargaining 
unit. The Company was cited for a violation of Section 8 (1) of 
the Wagner Act. 
In ita petition to the Circuit Court of Appeals, the Compa.ny 
proPOlled that it consisted of two bargaining units, one for each 
division. The Court rejected the COmpany's ~peal and cited the 
numeroull federal preoed&1lts, including the J!!l:! cas., which em-
powered the Board to determine the proper bargaining unit. 
The H!Y decision, as expressed later in the Norfolk case, had 
a pronounced effect upon union organization. Since the main 
6159 F(2)d 516 (1946). 
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reallOn for the Board's aspli tting of the Company into separate bar-
gaining units was to foster unionism. the application of this 
would certainly provide unions with a means to gain a foothold in 
areas previously diffieul t to organize. Gregory concluded that 
the purpose of this action by the Board was to foster the growth 
of unions. 7 
The apparent conflict which had. existed concerning the organ-
ization of supervisory employees was resolved in the matter of 
Packard Mptor .9&£ £gmpanY v. National Mabor Relations Board. 8 
Prior to the Paclq4rd case. the Board had held several different 
op.uu.ons on the right of supervisory personnel to organize. In 
the Union 001lieries9 and 9pldcAlux puqarslO cases. the foremen 
were allowed to organize. but with a change in the membership of 
the Board. the right was denied in the MaJ;yla,nd prydock matter .11 
Thus, matters remained until the PICkV4 case. 
The dispute arose over the right of the foremen of Packard to 
join a unit of the Foremen's Association of America. This attempt 
was not recoqnized by the Company and led to the court ease. The 
7 Gregory, p. 434. 
8 330 tT. S. 485, (1947). 
9Union Collieries Ooal Company. 41 H.L.R.B. 961 (1942). 
1°Go1dchaux SUgars, Inc., 44 N.I·.R.B. 874 (1942). 
1lrrhe 1«ar.r·1alld Drydoc::k Company, 49 It.L.R.B. 733 (1943). 
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Packard company appealed a lower circuit court ruling enforcing an 
injunctivn calling upon the Company to cea.e and desist from re-
fusing to bargain with the Union. 
In its petition to the Supreme Court, the Company claimed 
that if a foreman were allowed to join a labor organization, he 
could no lOng'er perform his fai thful function as a member of 
management. A conflict of loyalties would involve forcing the 
foreman to choose between his duties .s a union member and his 
responsibilities .s a foreman if the ruling were permitted. The 
final argument presented by the Company to the SUpreme Court was 
the basic democratic philosophy underlying the National Labor 
Relations Act.. This would be threatened by the case. 
The Court decision of March 10 .. 1947, eatabliahed the rights 
of foremen to join unions and resolve the confusion of the previoul 
decisions of the Board.. The roles of the foremen had changed, the 
Court noted. The amount of judicial determination, hiring, firinq 
and layoffs were no longer functions of the foremen. These func-
tions had been assumed by others. The rights of foranen to deter-
mine their own working conditions were not to be dismissed because 
they represented management at times. 
The COmpany's argument of dual loyalties was diaissed as 
merely a selfish attempt upon the part of the Company to protect 
. its own interest. IIothing in the Rational Labor Relations Act can 
be construed to prohibit the rights of for_en to join a union. 
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At the same time the Supreme Court was ruling on the Packard 
case, the New York Labor Relations Board, in two cases, recognized 
the rights of for8llen to join a union.. The involved companies 
IpetitiOned the SUpreme Court fOr a ruling to set aside the Board'. 
action.. The SUpreme Court ruled on both ca.e. at the same time. 
They were: Be;t.hle1'U!D Iteel Company v. Hew I2E1s. Labox: Belation. 
Boardl2 and Alleshgy &u41um stee~ COrporation v. ~ll'y. 13 
Plant foraaan of the Bethlehem Ste,l and Allegheny Steel cam-
panie. filed petitions with th, New York Labor Relation. Board to 
obtain certification of their unions as the collective bargaining 
. agents. The Board, in compliance with the New York Labor Relation 
statute, certified the unions after noting that the National Labor 
Relations Board was pursuing two different attitudes. The Com-
panies appealed the Board' s ruling to the New York state SUpreme 
Court.. The Court raj ,cted the appeal and contended that the Board 
had the right to certify the URions.. The Companie. then took the 
matter to the united State. SUpr_e COurt. 
In thair appeal, the Companies contended that the New York 
Board's action conflicted with the National Labor Relations Act. 
Only the Rational Labor 1telation. Board, according to the Company, 
could certify the bargaining agents for the foremen. The State 
12330 U. S. 767 (1947). 
13330 U. S. 767 (1947). 
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contended that while the federal power over labor relations was 
paramount, it was not exclusive. Furthermore, until the Federal 
government acted, the state could operate and decide the matter. 
On April 7, 1947, the Supreme Court rendered its decision. 
The Court carefully traced the history of COngre.sional authority 
over interstate commerce, even though the i.sue was of a local 
nature. Having established the supremacy of the federal law over 
the state law, the Court then indicated that Congress had chosen 
to delegate the jurisdiction of its power to the National Labor 
Relations Board. The mere fact that the Board had chosen not to 
act in these two cases did not in any way indicate that it had 
ceased to have jurisdiction in this matter. The refusal of the 
Board to certify the Unions was an exercise of ita discretion. 
The question of state usuX'f a tian of federal power was the next 
point of law. While the state could act where Congress allowed it 
to, said action must. in the Court's opinion be in keeping with es-
tablished federal policy. Where that policy is not clear, the ap-
plication of the state Board' s policy would only add to the confu-
sion. 
JUsticesFrankfurter and Murphy delivered separate opinions, 
contending that a prior agreement between the National Board and 
the New York Board had granted authority of the state Board to act 
in areas vacated by the National Board. 
These three cases had a decided effect upon union orqanizatio 
- -~-. - ._, 
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between the period of 1947 - 1948. Like the !~ case, the ques-
tion of federal supremacy over state laws was reaffirmed. The 
confusion over the National Board's change in policy concerning 
the organization of foremen was resolved in the Packard decision • 
.. The issue of the rights of foremen to join unions was considered 
to be one of the "hottest" to arise under the Wagner Act. 14 The 
matter was finally resolved when the Taft-Hartley Act was passed. 
Foremen were allowed to form organizations to represent them, but 
employers were not required to bargain with them. 
During its hearings on the Taft-Hartley Act, the House Com-
mittee on Education and Labor conoluded that les. than one per can 
of those supervisors who were eligible to organize joined the 
Foreman's Association.1S The Committee oontended that the pressurt 
on foremen to organize came from outside unions attempting to or-
ganize the foremen. Therefore, it can be concluded that few fore-
men availed themselves of this opportunity to join unions. Hence, 
the effect upon the increase in trade union membership was very 
slight. 
The final two Supreme Court cases concern the organization-
al activities of plant guards. In the case of National t..abor 
14 Gregory, p. 347. 
15 Smith. Rua"ell A., ~r Law .. Indianapolis, 1953. 2nd Ed., 
p. 74. 
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Relat,iQns BoS!:l~d v. ~. £. Atkins and Company,16 employees of Atkins 
petitioned the National Labor Relations Board to certify Local 163 
of the International Machinist as the bargaining agent for the 
guards. The Board certified the Union and a Federal District 
Court issued an injunction requiring the Coulpany to cease and de-
sist from refusing to bargain with tht! union. The Circuit Court 
of .Appeals, upon a petition by the Company.. refullJed to sustain the 
lower court. The Court said that 'the guards were members of the 
Armed Forces and not employees of the ec.mpany. The Board appealed 
to the Supreme Court. 
In its petition, the Board cited that the guards were not 
members of the armed forces and that the only authority the Army 
exerted was in the area of aecuri ty olearance. The Company said 
that the exercise of a.curi ty procedures by the Army removed the 
guards from an employee status. Also, if they belonged to the 
same bar9aining unit as the employe •• , then the loyalties of the 
guards would be questionable in cases of labor strife. 
on May 19, 1947, the Court. ruled in favor of the Board. The 
policy of allowing- the Board the right to detemine the appropri-
ate barg'aininq unit and who the employees were under the Act, had 
been previously decided in numerous deciaions. The issue of con-
flict of loy.ltt .. was diai •• ed .a I1erely an .tt~t on the part 
16 331 u.s. 398. 
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of the Company to refuse to bargain. The Circuit Court was re-
versed and ordered to issue a decision in keeping with the SUpreme 
Court' s ruling. 
On the same day, the Court also ruled in the matter of 
National Label' 1!1.!=i9n, Board v. ilone. kBshlin steel Coplpany17 
whioh raised the same issue of plant guards' riqhts to organize. 
The facts were similar to those in the Atkins case. The guards 
had souqht to join the united steel Workers Union. The Board had 
certified a separate barqaining unit for the quarda ainee the 
Union already represented the other plant workers. The COmpany 
refused to bargain and was cited for violation of Section 8 (1) of 
the Waqner Act. The Circuit Court in this case allowed the guards 
to organize, but overruled the Board's right to place the guards 
in the same union as that of other workers. The Board appealed to 
the SUpreme Court. 
The Court followed the same reasoning it had in AWn,- It 
allowed the Board the riqht to determine the bargaininq un! t for 
the quards. 
Prior to the enactment of the Taft-Hartley Act, the question 
of the riqht of foremen to join uniona vas not determined. With 
these two decisiona, the right was affimed and the trade union 
movement was allowed to organize the guards. This had an effect 
17 331 U. S. 398. 
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upon union growth since it allowed unionization of gua.rds. A c0m-
pany no longer could refuse to bargain or contend that the guards 
were not eligible to join a union. With the Taft-Hartley Act, the 
guards were given a right to join unions so long as it was a sepa-
rate bargaining unit and did not include non-guards. [Section 9 
(b) (3) • 1 
The attempts of the Intemational Workers of America, C.I.O. 
to organize negroes working in the SOuth illustrated the problems 
encountered. The case of !fatipM! Lal?or ;Relations Board v. Port. 
GiblQn Veneer AD.4 Boas COJm?My18 aros. when the Board, after an in-
vestigation, determined that the COmpany required all employees 
(mostly negro) to sign and submit an application containing the 
statement. 
if employment is obtained I agree to a.sume all the risk. 
and dangers incident thereof. The company ahall have the 
right to dismiss me at any time with or without cause • • • 
The use of this application had been discontinued during World 
War II. The application was again required of all employee., 
whether new or old, after the Union had begun an organizational 
campaign. The Company refused to recoqnize the union once the 
Board had certified it, but did discontinue the use "f the applica-
tion form.. The Board obtained an injunction from a federal court 
and the Company appealed the ruling to the Circuit Court of 
18167 P(2)d 144 (1948). 
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Appeals. 
The Circuit Court of Appeals ooncluded that the Company had 
refused to bargain with the Union deapite the request of the 
Board. Furthermore, the Court noted that the use of the applica-
tion was in violation of Sections 8(1) (5) since none of the em-
ployeeo could read or write and could not understand what they 
were signing. 
This cue illustrated the use of the "yellow dog tt contract 
under a new quise--that of an application form. The Company at-
tempted to resist unionization by informing the employees that 
they could be dismissed without cause. This rulinq helped prevent 
the application of this contract among a group of employees who he. 
long been neglected by org-anizad labor. The immediate effect upon 
union growth is negligible since this had very little direct ef-
feet on unionization in the South. 
The question of white collar workers' right to organize was 
decided in Natwnal Labor Relation. Board v. SWift.lm1. 9g1J?any.19 
The issue was whether the clerks and members of the standards de-
partment of a SWift plant could join Local 49 of the united Pack-
ing House Workers of America, C.I.O. The tJnion sought and ob-
tained certification from the »ational Labor Relations Board. The 
Company opposed the ruling and cited the fact that the clerks and 
19162 F(2)d 575 (1947). 
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allied personnel were not employees under the Act~ but wel:e part 
of management. 
'1he question before the Circuit Court was what constit.uted 
an employee as definf!d under the National Labor Relatiol1.s Act., 
The Court first affirmed ~1.e Board's power to dete~ne who was 
a,..."l Employee.. 'l."he Court examined. the evidence upon which the 
Board ruled that the alerks were employees as defined under the 
statute. The work performed indicated that they did not have any 
decision-making roles nor any other functions of a manag'er. In 
its decision of June 11. 1947. the Court found that ~he Company 
had violated Sections 8 (1) (5) of the Wagner Act by refusing to 
bargain with the Union. 
Since the end of World War II,. the trade union movement had 
tried with acme moderate success to organise the ever growing num-
ber of white collar workers. The importance of this aase is t.hat 
it indicates that white collar workers could be considered ~ 
ployees and thus select representatives to bargain for them. This 
decision removed an obstacle to further organization and can be 
concluded to have had a helpful effect upon union growth. 
B. Strikes. Boycotts and Picketing 
'l'he second group of court aaaes concerna the attempts of em-
ployees to engage in collective activity. Certain eeonomic means 
are fIllPloyed by trade union adherents to achieve goala they 
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'~n.ider desirable. This activity usually was expressed in 
strikes. primary and secondary boycotts and picketing. Sometimes 
the exercise of theae means led to litigation. The number of 
cases treated under this subject are almost as many as arose under 
the first topic. 
Three SUpreme Court cases will be discussed, namely. Allen 
Bradley Cog:uIPY v. Looal union lumber 1.. I,B.E.W •• United §tates 
v. united iii:!!!. Wor};.£. and Cole • .IS.!!. v. Baldwin. Bach case 
concern.$ one of three activities of economic persuasion attempted 
by labor unions. 
In Mlen Bradlev 9OP!PIDY v. 199al union 'umber 1.. I. B. E. W •• 20 
the petitioner. an electrical equipment manufacturer loaated out-
side of the state of New York. claimed the respondent engaged in 
an agreement with local contractors to boycott its product •• 
Through olosed shop agre~ent with local employees. the Union 
could control auployment opportunities for its members. One of 
the conditions of these contract a was that the contractor would 
install equipment manufactured locally. The resulting combination 
was of phenomenal growth for the local union. contractors and 
manufacturers. 
The Company entered a suit in a Federal District Court al-
leging that the 'Union had violated the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. 
20 325 U. S. 797. 65 S. ct. 1533, (1945). 
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'Xhe District Court ruled in favor of the Company, however, a Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals reversed the deaision. The Company appealed 
to the Supreme Court. 
On June 18, 1945, the Court rendered its deaision. The ac-
tions of the respondent were found to be in violation of the 
Sh~ Anti-Trust Act. The injunction enjoined auch action to 
be limited to those which involved a combination with any non-
union group. So long as the union persuaded a course of action 
with 't.,;'e contractors seeking union goals, such action was not a 
violation of tht! l\ot. But when the union participated with a com-
bination of business men who had complete power to eliminate com-
petition among th.se1ves and others, then this action was not 
within the exemptions of the Clayton and Norris-LaGuardia Acts. 
This case did not have any direct effect upon union growth 
as there was no question of forbidding activity considered to be 
protected under the Clayton and NorriS-LaGuardia Acts. As leq81 
authorities noted, the Union had the right to engage in such ac-
tivities and the issue involved was the choice of its allies in 
this activity.2l The merit of this case is t.hat it provided anti-
union forces, an example of union monopoly attempts, to use in its 
campaign for restrictive legislation. 
---.. _ ...... 
21 smith, p. 424. 
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Perhaps the moat publicized case of this period was that of 
United States v. United Mine worheFP.22 As has been discussed in 
Chapter II, the union under the leadership of John L. Lewis had 
struck the mines which were at that time being operated by the 
Secretary of t."1.a Interior. The strike was the result of a break-
down in negotiations since the government had refused to discuss 
renegotiation of the contract. 
On NovfJlllber 18, 1946, the Attorney General of the United 
states requested a declaratory' judgement against Lewis and the 
Union. On the same date, a Federal District Court issued. an in-
junction ordering Lewis to call off the strike. The union re-
fused to obey the order and was found in contempt of court and 
fined $3,500. Lewis was also cited for contempt and fined 
$10,000. The Union appealed the decision to the Supreme Court 
contending that the action of the Court was contral."Y to Clayton 
and Norris-LaGuardia Acts. 
In a five-to-£our decision rendered March 6, 1947, the su-
preme Court ruled in favor of the govel::nment. The Norris-LaGuardi Il 
Act sections 13(a) and (b), according to the Court, did not apply 
in those cases where the government was an employer. The Court 
rejected the union's contention that the government was not an 
employer and concluded that the government, in order to keep 
22 330 u.s. 258, 67 s. ct. 677 (1947). 
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production goingJ substituted itself for the operators. The dis-
senting justices claimed the District COurt Judge had exceeded his 
authority in granting an injunction. They contended that the 
government was not the actual owner of the miners1 hence the 
Norris-LaGuardia exemption did not apply. 
This case had a. pronounced effect upon union growth. The 
action of the union in striking focused tho attention of the pub-
lic on the failure of the union to keep production going in an 
industry which had a dtrect effect upon the health and welfare of 
the country. Newspapers criticized the action of the Union and 
clamored for restrictive legislation to prevent the rOOC~lrronce 
of such strikes. The action of this union was cited by critics .s 
a need for restrictive legislation because of its irresponsibility 
This case certainly helped to arouse public opinion for some sort 
of controlled legislation. 
In £2!.§. .!!. .!l v. Staj:.!. S!l. Mkwu!,s. 23 the state of Arkansas 
convicted Raymond Cole and several other persons of a violation of 
an Arkansas Statute forbidding persons to assemble and engage in 
violence where a labor dispute was in progress. The defendants 
were convictetf and sentenced to a year in prison. The convictions 
were appealed to J.:.he Supreme Court of the 'United states. 
The Court reversed the decision. It found that no violence 
23 333 u.s. 196. 
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had occurred and that the employees had merely engaged in lawful 
assembly. The Court also noted that the evidence at the time indi 
cated that no violence had occurred. 
This case had minor effect upon union gorwth, since the ques-
tion was one of a lack of due process of law. 
Two picketing cases were decided by Federal District Courts. 
In the matter of Local 251, united Electrical Radio ~ Machine 
Worker. 2! America, e.I.O • .!l:..!l. v. RaY!!9nd Baldwin .!l:. .!!..24 The 
Union had been engaged in a strike at the Niles-Benent-Pard Com-
pany in West Hartford, Connecticut. The Company started a back-to 
work movement and the union tried to block the entrances of the 
plant to prevent its success. Homes of workers who had returned 
to work were also picketed. The State Police, in order to prevent 
violence, limited the number of pickets to fifteen at each plant 
gate. Picketing at the homes was prohibited and any person en,· 
gaged in such action Was to be arrested for "breach of the peace." 
Two picketers were arrested and convicted of a "breach of the 
peace, f. for picketing a home. 
The Union appealed the conviction to the Federal District 
Court. The Court found it had jurisdiction and cited the Thorn-
hill doctrine, which held that peaceful picketing could not be 
24 67 P. Supp. 235, (1946). 
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forbidden by a state law. 25 Thus the State could not restrict the 
number of pickets at the plant. SO long as no violence occurred. 
The picketing of homes could be restricted since it was a 
proper matter for the st.ate and could be construed to be a "breach 
of the peace. II The rignt to picket is not absolute and may be 
limited as indicated in the Meadowmoor case. 26 Conviction of 
Ubreach of peace" upheld. 
This case had no real effect upon union growth since the two 
caaes cited in the District Court brief had already established 
the precedents regarding picl~eting. 
In the matter of Ethel ~. Gem" die/I Arthur Murray studio v. 
United Office and Profeasional Workers of Amerie" C.I.O. 27 the 
i.sue of radius of picketing was questioned. The Union had been 
engaged in a labor dispute with an Arthur Murray studio in the 
ei ty of New York. Two members of the Union Local 66 picketed the 
Arthur Murray studio in Washington. operated under a franchise by 
Ethel M. Gomez. No labor dispute existed between the petitioner 
and her employees. 
U.s. 
The petitioner. in her request to a Federal District Court. 
25ThOrnhill v. Alabama 310 u.s. 88 (1940). 
26Milk wa1yn Drivers Union v. Meadowmoor D,iries 312 
281. (194 • 
2773 F. Supp. 679 (1947). 
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sought an injunction to forbid the picketing since no labor dis-
pute was involved. The Union contended that the Court could not 
issue an injunction since this was a labor dispute and was pro-
tected under the Norris-LaGuardia Act. The Court agreed with the 
petitioner that no labor dispute existedithat it could restrict 
the picketing to a radius within the area of. New York City_ The 
COurt cited Section 4, 13 (a) of the Norri8-LaGu~rdia Act. 1n-
junction issued restriction of the picketing to the area of New 
York. 
This decision had a negative effect upon union growth because 
it greatly restricted the Union from applying pre. sure to a fran-
chised dealer of a company it was engaged in a labor dispute with. 
Three cases were seleoted during this period involving sec-
ondary boycotts. 
Dixie Motor Coach Corporation v. Amalqamated Association .2.t 
street Electrioal and Motor Coaoh Employee@28 the dispute began in 
1947, when the union informed the local representative of the 
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and Railway Clerks that it would 
picket a railway station operated by Dixie Motor Coach Corporation 
The union waa engaged in a labor dispute with the SOuthern Bus 
Linea, whioh operated from a station called the "Trailways Termi-
nal. N This station was owned by the Dixie Motor Coach Corporation 
2874 F. SUpp. 952 (1947). 
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As a result of this picketing, the Brotherhood did not cross the 
picket line and the operations of Dixie Motor COach Corporation 
came to a halt. 
The Company went to court under Section 303 of the Taft-
Hartley Act and requested an injunction to forbid the union from 
picketing the Trailways Terminal. The Company said no labor dis-
pute existed between the union and the Company. The union con-
tended that the Norris-LaGuardia Act forbade the issuance of the 
injunction. (Sections 101-115). 
The Court. in granting the injunction, indicated that since 
no labor dispute existed between the union and the Company, the 
Norrie-LaGuardia Act did not apply. The action of the union in 
boycotting the Trailways Terminal was in violation of Section 303 
of the Taft-Hartley Act. 
This decision would have allowed a private party the right to 
seek an injunction when the actions of • union were in violation 
of Section 303 of the Taft-Hartley Act. However. on November 26, 
1948" a Circuit Court of Appeals found that the Act allows a pri-
vate party to seek damages only from such action and not injnnctiv 
relief. 29 In view of the Circuit Court of Appeals' decision, this 
case had no effect upon union activity. 
A secondary boycott by the International Teamsters union 
2975 F. Supp. 414 (1947). 
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resulted in the case of pouds v. Local ~J~ ~nternational Brother-
nooft ~ Chauffeurs, Warehousemen ~ ~~lpers 2! America, ~~.~~~. 
on September 10, 1947, Rabouin, a local owner of a transport busi-
ness, leased certain vehicles to the Middle Atlantic Transporta-
tion COmpany. All shipments, operators and helpers were under the 
control of Mid-Atlantic. Rabouin had an agreement with Local 294 
and his employees were members of the Local. Mid-Atlantic, on the 
other hand, operated with non-union personnel. Because of the use 
of Rabouin equipment by Mid-Atlantic and the subsequent operation 
by non-union members, Local 294 struck Rabouin. 
Rabouin filed charges with the Rational Labor Relations 
Board alleging that Local 294 had violated Section 10 (h) (j) (1) 
of the National Labor Relations Act. The Board, after due in-
vestigation, requested an injunction from a Federal District Court 
to compel Local 294 to ceas. and desist. 
The COurt, acting on the Board' s injunction, detemined that 
there was no labor dispute between Rabouin and Local 294 L~ that 
the actions of the local were a secondary boycott and in violation 
of Section 10. 
A year later, another secondary boycott matter arose in 
~ Baron v. Printing; §peai.l ties ~ Paper Convertors union, 
Local 388, A.F.L. 30 
3075 F. Supp. 678 (1948). 
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The circumstances were similar to those of the Douds caS(:t. 
The Sealr.ight Pacific Limited was a manufacturer of paper milk 
~Jottle caps and closures for sanitary food containers. The Com-
pany had a contract with the Loa Angeles Seattle Motor Express 
Incorporated to deliver its products. on November 13, 1947, the 
vice-president of Local 388 infol."n\ed the motor carrier that it 
~Nould be picketed if i·t continued to haul Seal right • s products. 
On November 14. 1947, two trucks of the motor-carrier were picket-
ed when they reached a terminal to discharge Sealright's freight. 
The motor-carrier, as a result of th~s action, informed the C0m-
pany it could no longer haul its products. 
The Company filed a complaint with the National Labor Rela-
tions Board charging the Union with a violation of Section 10. 
The Board, after an investigation, requested a Pederal District 
Court to enjoin Local 3aa's action. 
The District Court, in issuing the injunction, dismissed the 
Union's claUd that Norris-LaGuardia Act prohibited this cauae of 
action. Finding no labor dispute, the Court found that the union 
had violated the Taft-Hartley Act by engaging in a Secondary Boy-
cott. 
The importance of these two oases upon union growth is that 
a union could not force a company to allow it to be organized 
throuqb it. sf!(::ondary boycott aati vi tie •• 
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c. Collective Bargaining 
Five cases have been selected in this area as having an in-
fluence upon union growth during this period. In the mattar of 
,'\nderllon n .I! v. ~. Clemens Pottery Company,31 the issue was 
raised when saveral employees sued Mt. Clemens charging that the 
company had violated Section 16 (b) of the Fair Labor Standards 
J'\ct. The Company had a polic:y of paying over 90 per cent of its 
1" 200 employees on pi.ece rate bases. The computation of working 
time was determined when the employees punched the time clock. 
Delays of fifteen to twenty minutes were incurred due to the dis-
tance. that the employe.. had to walk from the place where they 
dressed for work. Also" delays up to eight minutes were encoun-
tered while waiting to punch the clock. The District Court re-
ferred the question of pay to a Master and upon receipt of his re-
port, rendered 21. decision. The Court ruled that under Section 7 
<a) of the Act, the employees were entitled to pay for these 
delays. 
The Circuit Court reversed the lower court because it con-
sidered this time not to be compensable. The employees appealed 
to the Supreme Court. The Court held that "pre-working" time 
spent in walking to and from work and performing certain prepara-
tory tasks was compensable. The case was returned to the lower 
31328 u.s. 680 (1947). 
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Circuit Court for determination of the actual time spent by the 
workers in preparation for work. The lower court found that this 
amounted to l •• s than twelve minute. a day and was too trifling a 
sum to be compensated. The SUprane Court refused to rehear the 
cas. and judgement remained. 32* 
At the same time the i.aue of portal-to-portal pay was beinq 
raised, the Court. vet:e presented with the problau of bargaining 
over penaion plans. 
In Inle Beel CgmpIl1Y v. Nat!0nal J.eabor Relation. poW33 
the i.sue of bargaining over pension plans vas decided. The C0m-
pany had refused. to diseuss vith the united steel workers the 
issue of recently adopted retirement and pension plans. The union 
complained to the Board that the Company had violated Section 8 
(a) (5) of the National Labor Relations Act. The c.ompany con-
tended that section 8 (a) (5) does not impose any duty to bargain 
except on rat.s of pay .. vages .. hours or other conditions of __ 
ployment. Nowhere vera retirement or penaion plans included. The 
Company also noted that it was a management prerogative to fix 
retirmant ages exclusively. The Board rejected the Company's 
32328 u.s. 822 (1947). 
* This matt.er vas finally settled by the Portal-to-Portal Pay 
Act of 1947. 
33170 F (2) d. 247 (1948). 
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brief and the matter was appealed to the Circuit Court. 
The Circuit JUdge said that a company is required under 
Section 8 Ca) (5) to bargain collectively in respect to rates of 
pay, wages, hours and working or other conditions of employment. 
He concluded that pensions and retirement plans were included 
* under Section 9 as emoluments of value and thus bargainable. 
The m.. Clemen' decision had minor effect upon union growth. 
The Inland decisions made pension and retirement plana bargainable 
These were strong points to be emphasized in union organizational 
eampaigns and proved to help organize and reerui t new membera. 
Three other major eases were decided by the Courts in this 
period. The matter of Hughes Tool Company v. Nl-tioMl LlP9r 
Wation. Boarg34 developed when the Company continued to deal 
with a union no longer certified as the collective barsaining 
agent of the employees. 
The United steelworkers of America complained to the Board 
that Hughes was still processing grievances with the Independent 
Metal Workers who had been recently decertified by the Board. 
The Company refused to obey the cease and desist order of the 
Board, c:ontendinq it had a r1qht to procea. these grievances. A 
lower court issued an injunction at the request of the Board. 
* Judgement affirmed by the un! ted state a SUpr .. e COurt. 
34147 F (2) d. 69 (1948). 
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The Company appealed. 
In its decision, the Circuit Court of Appeals found that the 
Company had violated Section 9 of the National Labor Relations Act 
hy refusing to bargain with the certified representatives of the 
employees. 
The Board' s decision was upheld hy the Court, but it. said 
that a c:ompan~t could make adjustments with a particular er;lployee 
concerning some question of fact or issue peculiar to that em-
ployee. The company was required to notify the union of the 
gri.evance, but did not have to bargain with the union, unless the 
union demanded a right to be heard. The union had the duty to 
process the grievances of non-union members without any discrimi-
nation against them. 
This is an important decision because it required unions to 
process the grievances of non-union members as long as the union 
was the collective bargaining representative. The Taft-Hartley 
Act amended the Wagner Act's section 9(a) to allow the final dis-
position of grievances between an employer and employee inasmuch 
as the union was represented. Thus, the exclusive role of a bar-
gaining agent for all employees in the unit was somewhat dis-
missed. This had a positive effect because it required the em-
ployer to deal directly with the union. 
The granting of merit increaaes without union agreement was 
argued in National Labor Relations Board v. J. H. Allison .aDQ. 
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Company.35 The Union filed a complaint with the Board to the e~­
feet t.l}at the Company had violated Section 8 (a) (5) of the Act by 
granting merit inoreases to certain employees without first dis-
cussing it with the union. The Board petitioned a Federal Dis-
trict Court after the Company refused to cease and d.sist from 
refusing to bargain. The Company appealed the action to the Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals. 
The appeal cited that Nthe ex parte giving of merit increases 
does not come within the scope of the Act, absence of a provision 
in the contract to th.e contrary." The Court rej ected this brief, 
citing that the SUpreme Court had ruled that the company must, 
u.~der Section 9(a) of the Act, bargain on wages. 
This case had an effect upon union growth since it enforced 
the requirements of a company to bargain with a union on matters 
indicated in Section 9 of the Act. 
The final case under this topic is National Hfbor Relations 
Board v. PhoenilE Mutual Life InlUFance 99PJpanX. 36 
The Board charged that the Company had fired one of its sal •• 
men for writing a letter in critioism of a company poliey. The 
Board found that the salesman was a spokeaman for other members of 
35165 F(2)d. 766 (1948). 
36NAtional: ~ Relationl ~ v. Ph.oWI Kutual. Life 
Ipaugnge 5:2,., 16TJiT2)a. 766 (I9~ 
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the Company's district office. The Sales Manager had warned other 
employee. about interfering with Home Office policies. The dis-
charge. in the Board's opinion# was a violation of Section 8(a) (1) 
and 8 (a) (3) of the Wagner Act. The Federal District Court issued 
an injunction requiring the Company to reinstate the employee and 
to bargain over the issue. 
The Company appealed the decision to the Circuit Court of 
Appeals and said that the salesmen were not employees, but were 
private contractors engaged in selling insurance for the Company. 
The Court noted that the Company had negotiated a contract with a 
local union concerning the sale.aen and had established health and 
welfare and pension plans for them. Therefore# they were employ-
ees under the act and the Company must bargain with them. The dis 
charged employee was to be reinstated without loas of pay. 
This case had an effect upon union growth, especially in the 
organization of the insurance industry which had long resisted 
union activity and maintained that its salesmen and adjusters were 
independent contractors and not employeea. This decision clari-
fied the fact that under certain conditions, sale.en were em-
ployeea and could join unions. 
D. The In4i vidual and the Union 
The three major cases of this period heard in the Federal 
Courts dealt with the relationship between the individual and the 
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union. These are coneerned with those rights which an individual 
has and the union' s duties. The question of refusal of unions to 
accept meDbers because of race was raised in Railway HI!!. AssopJ._,-
tiop v. Corsi. 37 
The Association appealed to the united. Stat.s SUpreme Court 
a ruling of the New York Supreme Court finding that it had 
violated a New York Statute forbidding' discrimination in union 
maabership. The Court had found that the Union had limited its 
membership "to eligible postal clens who are of the Caucasian 
race, or nat! ve American Indians... The union contended that the 
COurt decision was contrary to the Pourteenth Amendment of the 
Constitution. 
In a unanimous decision, the united states SUpreme Court held 
that a union must open its ranks to all persons regardless of 
race, creed or color. '!'he Constitution did not proteat unions 
when they sought to restrict meDbers because of race. unions were 
not to be considered social clUbs or private organisations and 
lllUst expect to be treated like public orqanizations. 
This decision had little effect upon union growth since most 
of the unions opened their ranks to all persons regardless of race 
Those unions practicing discrimination were mostly in the railroad 
and building trade industrie.. Court decisions in the late 50'. 
37326 WS 88 (1945). 
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and early 60' shave rE!lX)ved most of the restrictive laws and. prac-
tices concerning minorities. 
one of the most controversial decisions of this period was 
rendered in !C-iin, Joliet ~ .stem Railway v. Burly. 38 Several 
employees of the railway and members of the Brotherhood of Railway 
Trainmen brought suit in a Federal District Court claiming that 
the Brotherhood lacked authority in settling a dispute between 
the pet.! tioner and the respondent. 'l'he claims Were for alleged 
violations of the starting time provisions of a oollecti ve agree-
ment. The District Court ruled in favor of the Carrier, holding 
that the award of the Railway Adjustment Board was a final adjudi-
cation of the issue. The Court of Appeals reversed the judgement 
holding that the record presented a question of fact whether the 
union had the authority for the respondents "to neqotiate, c:ompro-
mise and settle It the issue. The carrier appealed to the SUpreD1e 
Court. 
In a ~lit five to four deCision, the Court traced the duties 
of the Mediation and Adjustment Boards under the llailway Labor Act 
of 1934. The respondents, the Court noted, had a cause of action 
since the Brotherhood' s aonsti tutton, of which the Carrier had 
knowledge, forbade union officials from disposing of individual 
claims under the ACt without specific authority fram the individual 
38325 u.s. 711 (1945) reheard 327 u.s. 661 (1946). 
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themsel ves. The evidence indicated that no authority had been 
given by the r(~spondents. 
The main issue 'Vas that the union could not discharge the 
claims of the individuals even though the carriftr and t.he Brot.her-
hood had agreed to a.ccept the Board' s decision under the Railway 
Act. Minor disputes under the Act were to be referred to the 
Railway Adjustment Board, as was done in this case. While the 
Board had the right to decide the issue, it appeared that the 
evidence concluded that the onion did not have authority to submit 
the issue to the Board. 
The Carrier maintained that the Act, by it.s terms and pur-
poses, conferred upon the collective agent the exclusive pOW'er to 
settle the grievances by neqotiation and contract. The Court 
strJck this argument down, claiming it would deprive the aggrieved 
employee of an effective voice in any settlement and of an indi-
vidual hearinq before the Board. '!'he case waa reheard after 
several large unions had petitioned the Court to reconsider the 
question. The Court reaffirmed its original position. 
The case raised the issue of the COllective bargaining agent' ~ 
inability to resolve any issue without complete consent of the 
individual members involved. The United Auto Workers, after this 
decision, amended their constitution to the effect that the Union 
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had exclusi~re power to eppear and act for the member. 39 
The effect upon union growth was ver.! small since most of the 
unions amended their constitutions to the extent that the lUanbera 
allowed them to settle all of their grievances. 
The final federal case in this area was another rallroa.d 
r;tatter--1:J.ewellvn 'tJ. fJ.emins.40 The petitioner entered a suit in 
a Federal District Court charging that his seniority right had 
been violated when the Order of Railway Conductors had 'been «]i van 
the opportunity to let one of its members accept a newly created 
opening for a eond'u.otor. Lewell~i'n maintained that he had the 
longest service in the yard where the opening oceurred. While he 
''faa not a member of the Order, he maintained that the Fifth 1\mend-
ment of the Constitution protected his right to the job. 
The District Co\lrt contended that the agreement be1;:W'~en the 
railroad and the Brotherhood was Iru!.de pursuant to a basic Congres-
sional policy apressed in the Railway Labor Act. Lewellyn ap-
pealed to the Circuit Court of Appeals. 
The Court, in its decision, 01 ted Section 2 of the Act which 
indicated that private contracts relating to collective bargaining 
rights between railroad and employees may not be used to forestall 
bargaining or to limit conditions and terms of the collective 
39 Smith, p. 815. 
4-°154 F. (2)d. 211 (1946). 
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agreements. Thus. all private contracts were to be superseded by 
the collective agreement. 
This decision hnd an effect upon union growth in the railways 
since the Railway Labor Act had long established the preoedent of 
collective agreement superseding private contracts. 
CHAPTER IV 
STATE COURTS AND LABOR UNIONS DURmG 
THZ PERIOD 19~5 - 1948 
In the preceding chapter~ Federal Court cases were ex-
amined. Cases which were brought before the state Courts ~ will 
be discussed in t~s chapter. Since the enactment of the Norris-
LaGuardia and National Labor Relations Acts~ the State Courts 
have been more concerned with regulation or unions in those areas 
left to them b7 the Federal statutes. In the areas or interre-
lationship between the individuals and the union~ also between 
the union and the international~ the state courts have had a 
dominate role. 
Following the method of Chapter III~ the cases will be dis-
cussed under five general topic headings: (A) Organization; 
(B) Str1kes~ Boycotts and Picketing; (C) Collective Bargaining; 
(D) Disputes Between Individuals and the Union, and (E) Disputes 
Between Local and International Unions. 
A • Organization 
Three major cases occurred as a result ot the enactment of 
state laws or amendments to their constitutions, which forbade 
the employer and the union to enter into or to continue agree-
ments containing IIclosed H or "union shopll clauses. They were: 
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American Federation of Labor v. American Sash and Door cOmpa~, 
Lincoln Federal Labor Union v. Northwestern Iron and Metal 
.......................... -----
Co!paQl ~ state v. \in1taker. 
In American Fed era tion E!.. Labor v. American ~ !.!!2. ~ 
1 Companr, the plaintiff, the American Federation of Labor, 
Phoenix Building and Construction Trades Council, Local 2093, 
entered suit against the defendant# the American Sash and Door 
company. The suit was a test case in which the pla1ntiff sought 
to have the defendant comply with a labor contract that only 
persons belonging to the Union would be employed by the Company 
or would install the Company's product. The defendant contended 
that an amendment to the Arizona Constitution, adopted in 1946, 
forbade this type of agreement. The defendant cited the provi-
sions as: 
No person shall be denied the opportunity to obtain 
or retain employment because of non-membership in a 
labor organization, nor shall the state or any sub-
division thereof, or any corporation, individual or 
association of any kind enter into agreement, written 
or oral, which excludes any person from employment or 
continuation of employment because of non-membership 
in a labor organization. 
The plaintiff contended that this provision was a violation of 
its rights as guaranteed under the First Amendment and protected 
against invasion by the states under the Fourteenth Amendment to 
the United states Constitution; and deprived plaintiffs of due 
167 Ariz. 20# 189 (2d) 912 (1948). 
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process of law and violated Article I~ Section 10 of the United 
states Constitution. The tr1a1 oourt dismissed the suit and 
the Un10n appealed to the state Supreme Court. 
The Court ruled on Feb:t"WU"'l' 12.. 1947.. that the amendment 
was constitutional because the state had the power to restrict 
the right to contract and this was 1n keeping with the United 
states Constitution. The people of Arizona had 1n a referendum 
enacted the amendment as part of the public laws of the state 
of Arizona. 
A s1m1lar law was enacted 1n Nebraska and was the subject 
ot L1ncoln Federal Labor Union, NUmber 19129~ American ?ederatio~ 
2 
of Labor v. Northwestern ~ and Metal Compapy. The pla1ntiff 
entered suit against the defendant to enforce a union security 
provision in their labor agreement. Defendant bad continued the 
empla,y.ment of one Dan Giebelhouse.. who was no longer a member 
in good standing in the Union. The Company relied on a 1946 
Gtatute which forbids the discharge of any employee because of 
non-membership 1n a labor organization. 
Plaintiff's suit charged that this statute violated its 
members I right guaranteed and protected under the First and 
Fourteenth Amendments and Article I~ Section lOot the United 
states Constitution. The trial court illBmissed the suit and the 
2 149 Neb. 507, 31 N.W. (2d) 477 (1948). 
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Union appealed to the state SUpreme Court. 
On March 19" 1948, the Supreme Court dismissed the plain-
tiff's appeal citing that the police power of the state of 
Nebraska empowered it to restrict the right of contract and to 
protect the right of any person to secure employment. The First 
and Fourteenth Amendments or the United states Constitution did 
not apply since the unions were still allowed to exist and to 
bargain with the emplo7er. The only purpose of this law was to 
guarantee freedom of employment to the citizens of the state of 
Nebraska. 
The final union security case was state v. Wh1 tal<er, et ale 3 
The pla1ntiff, the state of North Carolina, charged that the 
defendant" Guy vidtaker, had violated a state statute by entering 
into a llclosed shop" agreement with the Ashville .Building and 
Construction Trade Council" American Federation of Labor. The 
defendant sought a dismissal of the suit because it violated his 
rights under the First and Fourteenth Amendments and Article I, 
Section 10 of the United states Constitution. The trial court 
upheld the state and convicted the defendant. 
In h1s appeal to the state Supreme Court" the defendant 
contended that the trial court had deprived him of his constitu-
tional r1ghts as cited in his original brief. On December 19, 
3228 N.C, 352, 45 S.E. (2d) 860 (1947). 
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19LJ7, the Court rejected his appeal and said that Section 7 of 
the National Labor Relations Act prohibits the making of t;cloaed 
shop II agreement, but permits a '1 un1on shop ,; under certain condi-
tions. The police powers to enact this statute in the state of 
North Carolina were not in conflict \~th the Federal Constitution. 
Congress did not intend to interfere with the state's establish-
ment of right to work laws. 
All three cases were appealed to the United states Supreme 
Court and the Court in a decision of Januar,y 3~ 1949.. ruled on 
LJ the constitutionality ot these three laws in one decision. The 
Court held that the enactment ot these laws did not violate the 
First Amendment of the Constitution nor abridge the freedom of 
speech or the opportunities ot unions and their members to lIpeace-
ably assemble and to petition the Government tor a redress of 
grievances. 11 Nothing~ the Court continued.. in the language of 
these laws indicated a purpose to prohibit speech, assembly or 
petition. The law merely forbids the employer to act alone or in 
concert with labor organizations to deliberately restrict employ-
ment to only union members. 
Secondly, the appellant contended that these laws conflicted 
with Article I.. Section 10 of the Constitution and were without 
merit and not too clearly established to require discussion. 
4 335 u.s. 525~ 6g Sp. ct. 251 (1949). 
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The North Carolina and Nebraska laws do not deny unions and 
their members protection under the !Jaqual protection" clause of 
the Fourteenth Amendment. The appellant contended that the state 
laws make it impossible for the use of those portions of a con-
tract which were incentive to union growth and weaken the bar-
gaining power of unions. The Court said this may be true; how-
everl the state law made it also impossible to make contracts 
with company unions and in this respect protect the rights of 
independent unions. This circumstance alone proved to the Court 
that it protected employment rights for both union and non-union 
members. This equal opportunity for all persons is a refutation 
of the contention of the unions that they are unconstitutional 
in the opinion of the Court. 
The crux of the case was in the iDsue of: "Does the due 
process clause forbid a state to pass laws clearly designed to 
safeguard the opportunity of non-union workers to get and hold 
jobs free from discrimination because they are non-union workers?' 
The Court answered that states have power to legislate against 
kno~m injurious practices in their internal commercial and busi-
ness affairs so long as their laws do not run afoul of some spe-
cific federal constitutional proh1bition~ or some valid federal 
law. Under the constitutional doctrine expressed in West Coast 
5 6 Hotel v. Parrish and Nebbia v. United ~tates, the due process 
clause is no longer to be so broadly construed that the Congress 
and state legislatures are put in a strait jacket when they at-
tempt to suppress business and industrial conditions which they 
re~ard as offensive to the publio welfare. 
The impact ot these three court decisions on union growth 
was negative. Several states, as indicated in Chapter II# had 
enacted "right to work" laws and these !?-eoisions upholding their 
constitutionality enabled these laws to be etfect1ve in limiting 
union growth in the states where they exist. The Supreme Court 
in its deciSion, delivered by Justice Clarck, cited the tact that 
they forbade a union security provision which was a useful incen-
tive to union growth. Therefore, it may be concluded that where 
these laws were enacted.. union growth was reta.rded. 
Two cases involving municipa.lities were decided during this 
period. In the City of Jackson v. MCLeod, 7 the plaintiff I the 
City of Jackson, Mi5Bies1~1, acting through its Mayor, had is-
sued an order that no policeman in the city should be a member ot 
a labor union because such membership would result in divided 
5335 U. s. 523# (1949). 
6 335 u. s. 392~ (1949). 
7199 Miss. 676, 24 s. {2d} 319 (1946). 
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allegiance. The Chief of Police" acting on the Mayor's order" 
dismissed thirty-tour policemen, including nefendant McLeod. The 
de.t'endant appealed to the Ci vll Service Comm:lssion" regarding his 
dismissal. The Commission ruled in ravor of the City. In his 
appeal of the decision to a Mississippi Circuit Court, the de-
.t'endant contended that such action was a v1olation of the C1vil 
Service Act since there was no question or insubordination or 
any commission or omission of the defendant's dut,y as an officer 
of the law. '!he Circuit Court found that the Civil Service had 
exceeded its authority and ordered. the defendant reinstated. 
The City appealed to the Supreme Court of M1asis81ppi. 
The Court found that the trial court ha.d erred in reversing 
the action of the Civil Serv1ce Commission. The pledge ot the 
defendant 1n joining the American Federation ot state, County 
and Munic1pal Employees indicated that he would obey the rules 
and regulat10ns ot the labor organization. Such action tor 
those in private emplcyment is permissible; but in the employment 
ot policemen, it would ~esult in conflict of loyalties. 
The majority ot states do not have atV general statutOI'J 
regulation restraining state., county or m.unicipal employees from 
Joining unions. However .. ordinances or administrative ruling" 
such as in McLeod, have been enacted to prevent policemen or 
firemen t:rom jOining unions. A long precedent of state cases 
start1ng around 1920 .. have enforced these prohibitions. This 
case, like the other casas, has bad a negative effect upon 
unionization ot firemen and policeman. 
8 
In Mugford. v. M!lor ~ City Council !?f. Balt.1.more, the 
pla1nt1tr .. Mugf'ord .. a private Citizen" entered a suit in Circuit 
Court Number 2 or :Baltimore C1ty aJ.leg1~<~ tbat the Mayor and the 
City Council had entered into an illegal agreement With the 
MUnicipal Chauffeurs, Helpers and Garage Employees Local Union 
No. 825" a subordinate Local Union or the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters" Chauffeurs, \iar·ahouse WOrkers and. 
Helpers or America, American Federation of Labor. The plaint1tt 
charged that the Department ot Sewers cannot enter into any con-
tract to certity a union as a collective bargaining agent. The 
Chancellor ruled that the City could not enter into a contract 
with a labor union over hours.. wages and conditions of work when 
this is forbidden in the cbarter. Such matters are to be deter-
m1ned through a budgetary system. The Circuit Court ot Appeals 
tor Mar,yland upheld the decision ot the Chancellor, but modified 
it to the extent that the City may deduct union dues from the 
pay of a city employee at the request or the employee without 
recognition of the union on the part of the City. 
8 
185 lti. 266 .. ltlt Atl. (2d) 7lt5 (19lt5). 
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In the matter of recognition of a union for nn:nic1pal or 
state employees (in absence of statutes allowing collective bar-
ga,1n1ng).. the state is supreme and the general welfare will be 
considered before the rights of employees to join unions. In 
this case, a new agreement was entered into between the City and 
the Union which can;:1l1ed with the City Charter and allowed the 
City to negotiate contracts with the Un10n. This case had a 
negative effect upon union growth because it left to the State 
rather than to the employees, the dec1s10n of when employees may 
join unions. 
B. strikes.. Boycotts and Picketing 
Two important cases were heard during this period concern-
ing strikes undertaken by' unions. In Beth-ill Hospital et al v. 
Robbins .. 9 the plaint11'f .. a non-profit institution in t.i.8 Borough 
ot Brooklyn, sought an injunction to enjoin the defendant, 
Estelle Robbins, prest 1ent of the Hospital Employees' Uru.on of 
New York Local 444 of the State, County and Municipal Workers 
of America, Congress of Industrial Organizat1on,~ striking 
the hospital. The defendant had dema.nded that the plaintUf 
recognize the Union as the collective bargaining agent for cer-
tain of its non-professional employees. The Union had engaged 
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in certain activities which consisted of work-stoppages and 
picketing the hospital advertiSing that the Union was seeking to 
organize the hospital. The plaintiff charged that the shut-downs 
were strikes and in violation of the Labor Law Statute ot New 
York. This law exempted employees ot state and other political 
Bubdivisions and employees of charitabL.~ institutions from the 
provisions ot Section 20, granting employees the r1ght to Join 
unions. 
T: Ie trial court entered an injunction in lavor of the 
pla1ntift~ torbidding the detendant trom picketing and striking 
the hospital. The Union appealed. to the New York state Supreme 
Court. 
on Janua.ry 18" 1946" the Court upheld the provisions of 
Section 20, exempting the plaintiff's employees from the provi-
sion of the New York Labor Law which allows employees to join 
unions. The Court concluded that there were certain institutions 
which, because ot the nature ot their services, cannot be struck. 
Hospitals are tor the service ot the sick and any interruption 
ot their services would not be in the public interest. 
As has been Ulustrated in the cases concerning the rights 
ot firemen and policemen to Join unions, the courts have great17 
restricted the rights of employees to join unions when public wel-
tare is at stake and impeded the growth of '-.mions by so doing. 
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A pr1mary boycott case aroae in J,inort~ v. TIle ..-ll_lj# ..... !i ..... r...... na ...... -
10 
tional Brotherhood 21 Teamater~ !ill! Chaufteurp Local E:b !il.!!. 
The plaintiff' .. Dinotta, and h1a vUe operated two gas stations 
in the Clty of Jo11et.. IllL~1s. They did not amplo7 any otber 
help. The defendant.. tlu"ou,lh ita local president.. 1ntormed the 
plaint1t!"s w1te that she And her huoband. must Join the Union. 
The pla1nt1tf declined. The defendants then 1nrormed their 
members not to deli vel" any gas or raw petroleum to the pla1nt1tt f 
service atations. This action did not allow the pla1nttrt to 
opera to his business. The tr1al court cU.am1ssed the pla.int1tt· 8 
case tor lack ot proof or the de1"endant' s actions. 1b.e plaintU't 
a ppealed to the nl1nois Circuit Court o.f Appeals. '.the Court 
found that the ev1doIHls did indicate that the Union .bad engaged 
an unlawful act1v1t1 ana allUe<: an 1nJunct1on restrict· ng th1.s 
action. Tbe Union appealed the daci~ion to the state Supreme 
Court. 
1'be court, in ith' decision on January 22" 1948, held that 
the Union bad not at arq- time picketed the station. T.be Union 
could not pl"ove t.ba.t it and the pla1nt1.ft' bad aXl1' common economic 
interest. Purpose or tbe bo¥cott was malevolent and anJo1nable. 
This was a negative dEtcision which prevented the Union 1"l!'<:a 
10 339 Ill. 304" T7 N.E. (2d) 661 (1948). 
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exercising direct boycott ot a small buoiness where it had no 
direct econo~c interest. 
A secondary boycott case was decided in Ramaser d~a 
Upholsteg Supply COPlParo: v. Y!n. storage FUrniture Drivers .. 
11 Packers .!!E. Helpers Local ~8l. In this California case" the 
Union sought to organize the bus.1ness operated by :Ramaser. Fai.l-
:Lng in its attempt.. the Union .informed the customers of Ramaser 
that ir they received any shipments from Ramaser.. they would be 
p1ckete(L. The pla1ntiff entered suit in a local court and con-
tended that the action of the Union was making it impossible tor 
him to carry on his business. Th1s action.. the plaintiff said" 
was in violation of Sections 1131 and 1136 of the Labor Code of 
california covering "hot cargo and secondary boycotts. H 
The trial court found that the evidence indicated that the 
defendants bad engaged in aotivities to prevent the handling of 
the products and goods of the plaintiff. This activity was in 
violation of the state Labor Code because it coerced the cus-
tomers ot R.a..maser to cease trom using his goods or handling his 
products. The Union appealed the decision to theCa1ifornia state 
~upreme Court and claimed the statute was unconstitutional. 
The Court held that the tlhot cargo and secondary boycott" 
11 
63, 1371 CCR Labor Cases 
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provision of the state Labor Code was constitutional and within 
the police powers of the state to regulate these activities. The 
Union ~~s given ten days to conform with the trial court's de-
cision. 
This decision upheld the right of the State of California 
to restrict the use or a secondary boyc .. tt by unions to coerce an 
employer to allow them to organize his company or business. 
Therefore, this decision had a negative effect upon union ol~gani­
zation .. n the state of California. Another boycott case arose in 
Neti' Yorlt in the matter of S~er v. Kirsch Beverages, IncorpoI'at~ 
!la1ntiffs were independent peddlers ot seltzer and other bever-
ages, who owned trucks and hired no employees. They brought this 
action against a union of sott drink workers and the manufactur-
al'S who supplied them. The plaintiffs alleged that the Union .bad 
conspired to refuse to load their trucks or to work tor any manu-
facturer furnishing them with beverages; also that the manufac-
turers refused to supply them. The detendants contended. that the 
Union contract prevented them trom supplying merchandise to per-
sons with 'tlhom the Union had disputed. Ii' they supplied the mer-
chandise, their employees would not work tor them. The trial 
court held that no labor dispute existed with1n the New York Civil 
12 
271 App. Div. Bo1, 65 N.Y.S. (2d) 400 (1946). 
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Practice Act~ Section 876 and issued a ~orar.J 1nJunct~on re-
qu1r1ng the union tc lood the plnlnt1t.f'G truC!03. 1t1e oQmpa117 
appef'lled the decision. 
The SUpreme court of New York held that the Anti-inJuno-
tion Aot did not apP17 beoause the pla1ntuts were the proper 
subJects tor unionizat1on. In th1s oue, tbere bad been no 
picket1nS" no violence nor threat of ~ k1nd.. '!'.he Court con-
cluded that the members of a union cannot be coq>elled to load 
the trucks ot non-un1on peddlera or continue elP10J'l1*lt with an 
empla,..r who pers1sts in dealing with such non-union peddlers. 
In th1a caae, the decision bad a positive effect upon union 
srowth in the state ot New York.. uin<le it allowed. a union to re-
fuse to deal d1reOt17 With a non-um.Oft bualnesa or work tor it. 
person deal.1n8 with a non-union member. 
perbaps the largest mabel" of deo1a1.ona rendered IV' state 
court$ dur1ns th1s period were concerned witJl the problem or 
p1oket1ng. 
In ~11e,-.U11no1$r S~e~ 9.0tY2rat1on v. Yn!ted 3tee,l-
worker. of ,t\mer1cSI. .. 13 the Con;>any oharged that tbe Union bad pre-
.......... ;;;,,;;.iioO;;';;;"'O;;' ................... ~......-
vented the C~ offic1ala and emplO1ees t:rom entering the 
prem1SCo of the plant. The plaintiff alleged that as ~ a.s two 
hundred. pickets were ._sed at each pte and bodll7 prevented 
13353 Fa. 420J 45 Atl. (ad) 851 (1946). 
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supervisors rrom entering the plant. During the suit in the 
Pennsylvania trial court, the plaintifr produced atrldavits and 
witnesses to show that the pickets grabbed supervisors and main-
tenance personnel and f'orcibly detained them. Others were threat-
ened \'lith bloodshed ir management did not cease trying to entel' 
the plant. The defendants claimed that the Pel1nsylvanla Antl-
injunction Act or 1939 prevented the Issuance of the injunction. 
The trial court found in favor of the plainti,f.fs and held that 
the appearance of more than one hundred pich:ets at a gate con-
cluded that picketing was not peaceful. The Union appealed to 
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. 
The Supreme Court handed down its decision on February 13, 
1946, and ruled that the picketing was in violation of the Anti-
injunction Act because it constituted the unlawful seizure of 
the Company's property. The gathering of two hundred pickets 
was, in the Court· s opinion, neither lawful picketing nor assem-
bly for peaceful purposes. In view of the evidence and the 
threat of violence, the police power of the state should be exer-
cised to prevent its occurrence. Pickets were reduced to twenty 
at each gate. Furthermore l no picket was to interfere w1th any 
person seeking to enter the plant. 
In another Pennsylvania case l that of west!nshouse Slectric 
Co;rporat1on v. United Electrlc l Radio !!l<! Machine Workers!!!. 
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America" ConLEess!l!. Industrial Orsanizatlon, Local .N£. 410,14 
the facts were similar to those in the Carnegie case. The Union 
prevented the Company personnel from entering the plant with the 
exception o£ those indiv1duals whose names appeared on their 
list. The Pennsylvania trial court found that this 11st was an 
attempt to prevent the company from free access to its plant as 
provided in the 1939 Act. The Union appealed the constitution-
ality of the decision. 
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court on l.farch 12" 1946" revie''1ed 
its decision in Carnegie" and noted that while there was no 
threat to do bodily harm by the pickets" but they did prevent 
the Company .from entering its plant except those persons per-
mitted by the Union. Such action was contrary to the 1939 Act 
and enjoinable. 
\ih11e this case was being deCided" the Westinghouse Corpora 
tion was also being struck and picketed 1n New Jersey. This 
strike was concerned with the same issues as those in Pennsylvan 
The Company in WestiASAouse Electric copporation v. United 
.J?lectrical" RadtI~ .!.lli! Machine Workers :::t. Amer1ca, Local 410" 15 
I 
charged that the Union prevented access to the plant by plac-
ing p1ckets two feet apart and then clOSIng the picket I1ne 
14353 Pa. 446, 46 Atl. (2d) 16" (19~6). 
15139 N.J. Eq. 97# 49 Atl. {2d} 896 (1946). 
• 
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when someone tried to enter the plant. The Union held that the 
Norris-LaGuardia Act prevented the issuance ot an inJunotion. 
The New Jersey trial court agreed with the Union that the Norris-
LaGuardia Aot forbade the issuance of an injunction. The CompaXl7 
appealed. 
The New Jersey SUpreme Court ruled that the picketing was 
done not as a means to communicate the existenoe ot a strike but 
rather as a h1ghl.y coerci va measure. This picket1ng was tanta-
mount to erection ot a human fence to prevent plaintiffs from 
tree access to the plant. The Court re3eoted the contention that 
since no violence occurred, the state lacked police power to en-
Jo1n the action of the pickets. It said that the pickets were 
not a legitimate picket line. The number of pickets were re-
duced to twent7 and were ordered not to interfere with the 
CompaXl7's access to the plant. 
The final picketing case was that ot united states Electric 
Motors IncoFRorated v. United Electrical.. Radio and Mach1ne Work-
..!.!*.!. E!. America Local .N.2,. 1421 .. II &.16 The defendant struok the 
plaint1tf.. a california concern" on Januar,y 5, 1946, over an is-
sue of wages. Plaintiff sought an inJuncti.on, charging that the 
mass picketing prevented its access to the plant. This was ac-
complished through threats and coercive actions on the part of 
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the Union. The Union oontended that the lIo1ean bands ft doctrine 
and the Norris-LaGuardia Act prevented the 1ssuance of the in-
junction in this labor dispute. 
The SUpe~1o~ Court in and tor the County ot Los Angeles 
granted the injunotion in favor of the plaintitf. The Court re-
jected the defendant's content1on that the Company had refused 
to bargain and thus the lIolean bands l1 doctrine a.pp11ed. The evi-
dence presented 1nd1cated tbat the COm.PaJ:l¥ had bargained .in good 
faith. The pickets were l1m1ted to ten at each gate and tor-
bidden to interfere with the tree access to the COJl'IP8llJ't s prop-
ert1es. 
These tour cases had a d~ect effeot upon union growth. 
Three different state oourts concluded that the Union ca.n not 
prevent the company empla.yees trom entering 1nto its plant. The 
restriction ot the piokets and the allowance ot the campanJ ot 
tree access to the plant great1,. reduced the effectiveness of 
the union to coerce the COJDp&n1' to settle the strike. 
The plaintiffs in Peters. ~ al. v. Central Labor Council 
et a1. 17 operated an open shop and its emp107ees were satisfied 
--
with the terms and conditions ot their employment. Defendant 
contacted the plaintiff tor the express purpose of organizing 
17169 P 2d 870 (1946). 
so 
the Company and obtaining a If closed shop II agreement. Plaintiff 
agreed to sign the contract 11' the majority ot employees agreed. 
However" under no oonditions would the Compal'l7 agree to a. 
II closed shop II agreement. The defendants placed the oompal'l7 on 
an Ifuntair list tI and picketed trucks which a.ttempted to make de-
liveries. The plaintiff entered a suit in the Circuit Court of 
MUltnomah county in Oregon tor an injunction against the Union. 
The Court held that the oregon Ant1.1nJunct1on Act torbade the 
1ssuance of the injunction. Plaintitt appealed to the Oregon 
Supreme Court on writ ot error. 
The Court rendered its decision saying that "inca the main 
purpose ot the picketing was to organize the plaintiff, then it 
could not be enjoined. The mere tact that a Hclosed ShOpll was 
a secondar,y rather than primary objective, it could not be con-
sidered to render the Union's action" as illegal~ objective. 
This decision had a helpful etrect upon union organization 
since it enforoed the right ot a union to picket when organiza-
tion was the principal objective. The limit ot its effect 18 
restricted, however, to the State ot oregon. 
Another Ifclosed shop" argument arose in Park and Tilford 
--=;;;.;;...;;...;;....;;. 
DlJ!ort Corporation v. International Brotherhood E!.. Teamsters" lli.. 
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Local 848. 18 
.=-............ -
The issue in this lit1gation arose when defendant sought to 
organize plaintiff's California salesmen and office clerka. 
Plaintiff consented to the interview by the local. The salesmen 
and office workers refused to Join the local but formed. the Park 
and Tilford lofutual Association. Defendant then presented the 
plaintiff with a "closed shop!l agreement, which he refused to 
sign. The local then picketed the premises and placed the compa-
ny on the IfUn1'air L1a t. II 
Plaintiff took the matter to the National Labor Relations 
Board, seeking to have the MUtual Assooiation certif1ed as the 
collect1ve bargaining agent of the COIDPaJll'. The Board held that 
the company had engaged in an unfair labor pract1ce--namely, that 
it dominated the Mutual Associat1on. The plaintiff then took the 
matter to the California Super10r Court and sought an injunction 
under the state Labor Law statute. 
In its petition, the Comp&n¥ contended that it was sutter-
ing irreparable damage and that the Union sought to make the 
Company violate the National Labor RelatiOns Act by signing til 
"closed shopH agreement. The Union held that the Norris-Ia-
Guardia Aot applied and the injunotion issuance would be 
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unconstitutional. 
~be trial court issued an injunction which forbade the 
local f'rom placing the Company on an flun.fair list" and picketing 
the premises because irreparable damage would result unless this 
activity ceased. The Union appealed the deoision to the Supreme 
Court of california. 
The court" in its opinion, recognized that the IIclosed 
shop ,. is a proper objeotive of concerted labor activities.. evan 
\'lhen undertaken by a union that represents none of the employees 
of the employer against whom the activities are directed. The 
Court found that the National Labor Relations Act allows the 
Union to engage in such activity when it represents a minority ot 
the employees. The hardship caused by such action depends large-
ly upon publio sentiment and support of the public. To forbid 
otherwise would be to interfere with the free speech rights of 
the defendants. The Court modified the trial court's injunction 
to enjoin the defendants trom making demands tor a "olosed shop" 
so long as they do not represent the required majority of plain-
tiff's employees. 
This decision had little direct effect upon union growth 
since the enaotment ot the Taft-Hartley Act torbade the 1nclu-
sion of Hclosed shop!! agreement in union contracts. 
C. Collective Bargaining 
Three cases were selected as influencing union growth du::,-
ing this period. In Beldipj) Hem:tnway compaB,l V. -Vv'holesale.!!E 
\'larehouse v!orkers' Union, Local !:!£. §2.., 19 the companyl located 
in New York, had entered into agreement with the local to nego-
tiate all grievances and if unable to adjust the question, it 
would be submitted with1n twenty-four hours to an arbitrator. 
During the term of the agreement, the Company established a new 
warehouse and employed non-union men. The defendant contended 
that the company had to employ union members at its new ware-
house .. but the company refused. Sim,ultaneously.. it curtailed its 
operat10ns at the warehouse where the local's mem.bers were em-
ployed. The local then pressed for arbitration of the issue. 
The Company entered a suit in the trial court for an order stay-
ing the arbitrat1on. The Court denied the Company's motion. ThE 
Company appealed. 
In its deciSion.. the Court of Appeals held that the ques-
tion as to whether the appellant were bound to employ at its New 
Jersey plant members of the respondent union.. was a debatable 
question calling for a decision as to the scope of the collectivE 
bargaining agreement between the parties. The question was for 
the Court .. not for the arbitrators. 
Another arbitration question arose in California j"n Screen 
19295 N. Y. 541, 68 N.E. {2d} 681 (1946)~ 
Cartoonist Guild .. Looal .§2! v. Disnq.20 The arbitrat10n in com-
pliance with a clause in the contract had rendered a decision in 
a dispute over paId holidaJ'8. The defendant refused to abide b7 
the decision and the plaint1tf entered suit 1n a california su-
perior Court :tor confirmation of the award pursuant to seotion 
1281 of the Coda of C1 vU Procedure. The trial court refused to 
oonfirm the order and contended that the arbItrator had exceeded. 
his powers and that the contract had specified the hours of work 
and rates ot pay tor hol1d.aJ's. The Union appealed. 
The Distr1ct Court of Appeals of ca.J.1i'ornia agreed with 
the trial court that the contract defined the work week and rate 
of pay and the arb1trator exceeded his authorit7. 
The tinal case was also an arbItration matter and was de-
c1ded in .;:;:;In;;;;,t.;.oe_rna...;;.=..;..;t ... ;;;;,.;~.o_na;;,.:;;· 0;;;;.1 AssociatIon of Machinists v. Cutler-Hammer 
IncorPorated.21 The question arose over the p&1'lI1ent of a bonus 
to members of the Nel'l York Local for the first siX months ot the 
year 1946. The collective agreement conta1ne<1 a provision that 
d1sputes as to the tlmeaning.. performance I non-performance or 
application" of the provisions ot the contract. The mere asser-
tion by a party of the meaning ot a proviSion which 18 clearly 
20168 P 2d 414 (1946). 
21 61 N.Y.S. 2d 3171 271 App1. Div. 917 (1947). 
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contrary to the plain meaninS of the words, cannot be made an 
arbitrable issue. The Union took the position that the contract 
called for a payment of the bonus. The Company refused and the 
Union held that the matter should be 8u1lm1tted to an arbitrator. 
The company refused. and the Union entered suit for enforcement 
01' the contract provisions. 'rh& tr1a.l court ruled. in tavor 01' 
the Union and compelled the COJDPAnY to arbitrate. The Company 
appealed. 
In its decision, the SUpreme Court of New York, Appellate 
Division, reversed the trial court IS order and contended that the 
evidence indicated that the contract :merely called tor the dis-
cussion of a bonus and not a decis10n on the bonus amount to be 
paid. 
These three cases had an effect uPon union growth since 
they weakened the position of the Union. 
D. Disputes Between Individuals and Unions 
This area is particularly important because it was in such 
decisions that the Courts sought to protect the rights of indi-
v1dual members and imposed certain duties and obligations on 
union8. 
In Leo v. Local Union No. 612, International union 01' 
........... .................... ........... 
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Qpsrat1ng ~ineers,22 plaintiff sued for damages on behalf of 
Howard A. Leo, Fred E. Brown and J. B. BUrma against defendants 
Local No. 612, IUOE for wages lost oWing to their allegedly 
wrongfUl expulsion from the Union and consequent 108s ot employ-
ment. Plaintiffs were expelled because they had allegedly 
solicited membership in a rival un1on. The Union contended that 
the expulsions were proper under Section e, subdivision 7, arti-
cle 23 of the International Constitution. "Any officer or mem-
ber • • • who commits an offense • • • or creates dissension 
among members .. .. • can be fined, suspended or expelled • • . .. II 
The plaintiffs, aocording to the defendants, had solicited mem-
berShip for the Brotherhood of Trainmen from among the members 
of Local No. 612. 
The trial court found in favor of the plaintiffs. In its 
opinion, the Court noted that the constitution nowhere said that 
the solicitation of members for a rival union is cause tor ex-
pulsion.. fine or discipl1.na.l7 measures.. Furthermore.. the evidenc 
offered by the plaintiffs indicates that the defendants did not 
oomply with the Constitution in notifying the pla.1nt1.ffs ot the 
charges against them and in allowing them to appeal to the gen-
eral meeting of the local.. The dec1.sion was in favor ot the 
2226Wash(2d) 498 .. 174 P 2d 523 (1946). 
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plaintiffs and damages awarded. The de:fendants appealed to the 
washington Supreme Court. 
In a split decision, the Court ruled that discipl1nar,r 
action is voided 1£ not in accordance with the Union rules and 
the exhaustion of Union's Constitutional proviaions are not al-
lo\-red. The trial court was correct in contending that the Con-
stitution did not provide expulsion~ :fine or other disciplinary 
remedies for soliciting membership in a rival union. The Court 
then cited previous decisions granting it the r1ght to interfere 
with the internal relations o:f unions. 
The action o:f the Court was an action in contrast and im-
plied that the Union had an inferential promise to maintain the 
member l s standing so long as he respects the Union rules. The 
Union breached the contract since it did not comply with its own 
rules. In his article on "Legal L1zn.1tations on Union Discipline" I 
Summers agreed with other leading legal authorities that a com-
plaint tor wrongfUl expulsion was a tort action and per.mltted 
unions to be sued tor misconduct. 23 This decision impeded union 
growth in the state ot washington. 
One ot the most celebrated cases was DeMUle v. American 
Federation of' Radio Artists. 24 Cecil B. DeMille was a member of 
--.;;.;;.;;;..;;..;..;.;;;.,,;;.;;;,;. - . , 
23 h Sm1t , p. 920. 
24 Cal. 2d 139, 175 A.L.R. 382 (lg47). 
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the American Federation of Radio Arti.ats .. and refused to p~ an 
assessment of one dollar levied by the Union to finance its cam-
paign against Proposition No. 12, an initiative measure on the 
state ballot outlawing the tlclosed shop." As a result of his 
failure to pay the assessment, he was suspended from the Union. 
Since the AFBA had II closed shop If agreements with the radio net-
works.. De~Ulle lost his job. He then entered suit in a California 
Superior Court to compel the revocation of his suspension. The 
lower court dls~ssed his complaint and he appealed to the Supre~ 
Court of California. 
In his appeal, the plaintiff charged that the Federation 
had no authority under organic law and regulations to levy the 
assessment for the purposes stated. Also .. the defendant's action 
in suspending him violated his constitutional rights under the 
First Amendment of the United states Constitution. The Union con-
tended that the a.ssessment was approved by the National Board of 
the Federation in compliance with the Constitution and by-laws of 
the National Federation. 
In its affirmation of the lower court's dismissal of the 
complaint .. the Supreme Court agreed that the assessment was levied 
in compliance with the Constitution and by-laws of the National 
and was therefore proper. The maJor quest10n in the Court IS 
opinion was rtcould a person be required to tinanc1aJ.17 support an 
assessment which was an expression contrary to his personal be-
1ie1'8?11 The Union, in the Court's opinion, represented the com-
mon or group interest of its members., as distinguished trom their 
personal or private interests. A member must submit to the will 
of the majority in this matter as far as the assessment is con-
cerned. However., he is free as an individual to take whatever 
action his conscience and po~ltica~ conVictions dictate. 
This was an important case and influenced union growth in 
Calti'ornia. The Court distinguished between what a member of an 
organization must do and what his rights as a private citizen are 
Nevertheless., it affirmed the U:'lion's right to protect its com-
mon good. 
This decision in the Michigan case had no effect upon 
union growth. 
E. Disputes Between Local and International Unions 
This area is important because the growth of unions may be 
affected by court decisions regarding the relationship between 
local unions and the international union. There were four impor-
tant decisions rendered during this period. 
In Minnesota Council S!! state !!?~olees !£. 12.!!!!. v. 
American Pederation 2!. State, Counq!!!! Municipal Flnplolees 
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et al,,25 the plaintiff claimed de:fendants revoked the charter of 
the council and organized a new local. This action, the plain-
tiff contended, is in violation of the U~on's constitution. The 
constitution required that the local be notified of the charges 
filed against it and that a two-thirds vote of the General Execu-
tive Board was required for suspension of a local. Defendant 
relied upon a state statute which forbids the issuance of an in-
junction in a labor dispute. The trial court dism.issed the 
plaintiff's suit tor lacl{ of evidence. The local appealed to 
the Supreme Court of ~l1nnesota. 
In a decision rendered on June 8, 1945, the Court held 
that trial court had erred in its decision.. While no labor dis-
pute was involved, the Court claimed Jurisdiction because previ-
ous decisions had allowed a court to interfere where the rights 
of unions or their members were denied equal remedies provided 
under the union' s constitution. CS.se was returned to the trial 
court for determination of evidence of International's failure 
to provide remedies available under the constitution. 
This case had no effect upon union growth in Minnesota 
since no question was raised concern1ng the right of the Interna-
tional to suspend the local; rather, the question was concerned 
2519 N.W. (2d) 414 (1945). 
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With a matter of evldence--had the Internatlona1 oomp1led with 
~ts constitution? 
A question of combination of two locals into two others was 
raised in Cameron et all v. Durkin at a1.26 The plaintiffs were 
- ......................... -- ......... ----
Alfred J. Cameron and others" members of Local 289 and Local 448 
of the United states Association ot Journeymen" Plumbers and 
Steamfitters of the United states located in the City of Boston" 
Massachusetts. The defendant 'WaS Martin P. Durkin and others" 
members of Local 12 and 537 ot the same un1.on. The president and 
the general executive board of the Association had decided to 
consolidate Locals 289 and 448 with 12 and 537 p Plaintiffs op-
posed this action and contended it was contrary to the Constitu-
tion and by-laWS of the Association. 
The suit in Superior Court of SUffolk County contended that 
the defendants could not assume the Jurisdiction over the plain-
tiffs' local because ot the unoonstitutlonality of the Associa-
tion's action. The trial court held that the president and the 
general executive board. had the right to consolidate a looal with 
another and that this action was to be obeyed by the local. In 
this instance, the officer had acted contrar" to the constitution 
of 1924# which sald that a local shall be consolidated into two 
locals. In this case the two locals were being 4i v1ded into two 
26 4 N.B. 2d. 6 1 
• 
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difrerent locals. The Massachusetts Court refUsed to grant a 
writ or error to the de.fendant on its appeal. 
This decision" in some way~ _8 favorable to the growth of 
local un10ns in the state ot Massachusetts" since local unions 
and their members were protected against the unlawful actions or 
the Internat10nal Union. 
In Sebrank et al v. Brown et al~ 27 the plaintiffs were the 
................... ;,;;;;;;;.;;;................. ...... .......... 
president and members of' the Manhattan and Bronx Local No. 402 .. 
International Association of Maohinists, ~o sued the defendant" 
l:farve¥ G. Brown .. as president ot the Grand Lodge ot the Interna-
tional Association of Machinists. In 1ts suit" the local alleged 
that the International informed 1t by letter that in compliance 
with Article IV" Section 5 or the Constitution ot the Interna-
tional" Brown was .suspended and the lodge would be taken over and 
opevated by a deputy of' the Grand Lodge. Tb.e pla1nt1t't contended 
that this aotion was unconstitutional" since no charges ot m1B-
conduct were tUed with the letter to the plaintiff" The defend .. 
an,t relied upon the Court f s lack of jurisdiotion in the internal 
Ufa1rs ot unions. The tr1a.l court found in favor ot the 100801 
and the International appealed to the New York Supreme Court. 
The Supreme Court granted Jurisdiction since the Interna-
tional action had been oontrar,y to the aonst1tution ot the un1on. 
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The Court granted a local the right to sue in a court of equity 
when an international engages in actions which oonstitute an un-
warranted exercise of power. 
This decision had a slight influence upon union growth in 
New Yorlc since .it pye local unions the right to seek court in-
junctions when an international engaged in aotions wh1ch were il-
legal or beyond. the scope of its authority_ 
The final case concerns discr1m.1nat1on on the part of the 
Internat1onal. In Betts !1 g. v. Basle.,:!.t &1,,28 defendant, a 
Kansas union.. was certified under the Railway Labor Aot as the 
oollective bargaining agent tor a unit of ra.1lroad shop employees 
Plaintiffs were Negro members of the unit.. who under the consti-
tution of the Union.. were ineligible to equal membership status 
with white members. Plaint1tf charged that they were plaoed in 
separate IIJim crowl! lodges subject to the jurisdiction ot a dele-
gate of the nearest white lod.ge. They were not allowed to attend 
any meetings of the white lodge or to vote on elect10n of any ot 
the or.ticers of the lodge. They also had no voice in &n7 or the 
bargaining seSSions or agreements enaoted by the lodge. 
In their su1t in the Distriot Court of Wyandotte county .. 
the plaintirfs charged that the action or the white lodge was in 
violation of the rights of the pla1nt1trs as protected under the 
First~ Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution 
of the United states. The trial court refused to issue an in-
junction citing that membership in the Brotherhood was voluntary 
and not compulsory. The plaintiff appealed to the Kansas Supreme 
Court. 
The Supreme Court reversed the lower court and concluded 
that the Federal Constitution gave to the plaintiffs certain 
rights which were being denied by the action of the white lodge. 
The Court contended that present day realities in the modern in-
dustrial society do not allow a person to find emplo~ent unless 
he belongs to a labor organization. In the RaUway Labor Act~ 
Congress recognized that a person has the rIght to engage in col-
lective bargaining by labor representatives of their choosing. 
Therefore a union performing under this act as a bargaining agent 
cannot deny equality of privilege to individuals or minority 
groups merely because membership in the organization is voluntary 
The decision had a small effect upon union growth in Kansas 




The purpose of this thesis, as stated in the first chapter, 
was to examine selected court decisions to see if they affected 
union growth. The period selected (1945-1948) was one preceding 
change in union growth and was in keeping with the main theme of 
the Institute's project on union Growth. Fifty-two casea were 
selected as representative of those heard and decided during this 
period. Of these cases, fifteen were United States Supreme Court, 
eight Circuit Court of Appeals and five Federal District Court. 
The remaining twenty-one were decided by the various state courts. 
In evaluating these selected decisions, distinction between 
Federal and State Courts will be made. 
Before we attempt a detailed evaluation, a general observa-
tion should be made. In selecting the criteria by which to judge 
the effects of a particular case upon union growth, two questions 
must be asked. Is this a leading caae? What were its immediate 
and long range effects upon union growth? Most of the cases 
examined were cited in the various labor law monographs. The 
empirical measure of the immediate or long range effects was a 
more difficult task. The amount of data on which to base an ob-
jective study was alim. 
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We cannot conclude that a particular cas. increased or re-
duced membership by an indicated figure. However, we can deter-
mine by reasoning that the decision had either good or adverse 
influence. 
under the general topic of organization, eight decisions 
rendered by t.he United states Supreme Court resulted in positive 
effects upon union growth. It resolved the conflicting National 
Labor Relations Board's decisions about the rights of foremen to 
join unions. The Packard decision allowed the foremen this right. 
However, as indicated in Chapter III, less than 1 per cent of 
those foremen who were eligible to join a union availed themselves 
of the opportunity to do so. The enactment of the Taft-Hartley 
Act modified the decision by allowing the foremen to form unions, 
but exempting the employer from having to bargain collectively 
with them. 
Secondly, the Court in its enforcement of the right of the 
National Labor Relations Board to determine who is not an "em-
ployee" under the National Labor Relations Act contributed to 
those unions attempting to organize plant guards, clerical and 
other non-managerial personnel. The Circuit Court, acting in ac-
cordance with the previous rulings, continued to uphold the 
Board's right to determine the definition of "employee" and who 
mayor may not be included in a bargaining unit. These decisions 
enhance the unions' attempts to organize theae grou a. 
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The final major organizational case, that of Hill v. Florida, 
merely continued a long series of Federal decisions to uphold the 
supremacy of the Federal over the state Government in labor rela-
tions. 
The major picketing case decided by the Supreme Court had no 
effect upon union growth» since it was concerned with the ft'due 
process" clause of the Constitution. The District Court followed 
the Supreme Court decisions on picketing, as outlined in the 
Thornhill and Ritter cases. It upheld the right of the union to 
picket, but allowed the Court or Board to specify certain condi-
tions regulating it. 
In the area of secondary boycotts, the District Court upheld 
the provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act which regulated the use of 
this coercive activity by unions. These decisions had a negative 
effect upon union growth as they impeded the union from exerting 
effective pressure. on employers to capitulate. 
The Supreme Court ruled on two major Collective Bargaining 
matters. In its ~. Clemens decision, it laid the foundation for 
the enactment of the "Portal to Portal Act" and in the Inland 
matter, it broadened the ooncept of wages to include pensions. 
The Inland decision had a favorable effect upon union growth, 
since it allowed unions to achieve more benefits for their members. 
Two decisions of the SUpreme Court which captured the most 
publicity were those in the United Mine Workers and Allen BradleY 
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cases. The United Mine \.yorkers· atteri'lpts to strike while! under 
governmental control created adverse publicity# causing detriment 
to the union's cause and brought about the passage of legislation 
to prevent their reoccurrence. 
In Allen Br!dley. the Court did not condemn the right of the 
union to choose what it \fOuld install# but merely its allies in 
the cause. Its overall effect upon uniOl1. growth was negligible. 
In the question of the rights of an individual and unions, 
the Court continued the practice of removing racial barriers in 
union membership. In the Elgin and Hughes decisions, the Court 
followed two different lines of reasoning. In Hughes. it granted 
the union the right to be notified of all qrievances# but declined 
to cite the employer for an unfair labor practice unless he re-
fused to advise the union. In Elgin. it held that the Railway 
Labor Act was different and that a union could not settle the 
grievances of an employee without his assent to the set~lement. 
~hi~ ~onflict remained until section 9 of the National Labor 
Relations Act was amended in 1947. 
The overall effects of the Federal Court decisions upon 
union growth did not reverse any decisions which had become prece-
dent since the enactment of the Wagner Act. "Employee" status was 
granted to certain groups previously considered part of management 
and also the broadening of the scope of issues to be bargained for 
under the N ti nal Act. With th 
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Act, the Court began to render decisions which enforced the legis-
lative prohibition of union activity. It can be concluded that in 
the first two years of this period, the Courts' decisions were 
favorable to union growth and in the last two years a few deci-
sions retarded union growth aomewhat. 
The twenty-six cases decided by the state Court represented 
a cross section of state judiciary opinions. In the area of 
union organization, Nebraska, Arizona and Harth Carolina Courts 
rendered decisions upholding the validity and constitutionality of 
-right to work" statutes. The Supreme Court, in 1949, reinforced 
these decisions and upheld their constitutionality. In tho.e 
states which enacted so-called "right to work" laws, these deci-
sions had a negative effect upon union growth. 
The State of New York upheld the right of charitable institu-
tions to be exempt from labor organization and this retarded 
unionization of their employee •• 
The few cases on the rights of certain city employees to join 
unions reinforced the general prohibition of their rights to or-
ganize. 
In the area of mass picketing, the state Supreme Courts of 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and California rendered similar deci-
sions restricting unions' attempts to use pickets for barring 
entrance to employers' plants. These decisions sanctioned the use 
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of police power to prevent violence. Their overall effects upon 
union growth were negative since they followed a SUpreme Court 
practice of forbidding picketing in cases of violence. 
Three boycott cases were decided by the SUpreme Court of 
california. The crux of these cases was the enforcement of a 
California "anti-boycoi:t," act. The deci Edons were unfavorable 
towards unions and followed the trend of the Pederal Courts in 
prohibiting this activity as provided in the Taft-Hartley Act. 
Their tmmediate effect upon union g~~h in California was nega-
tive since they greatly restricted the ooercive activity of 
unions. 
The only Illinois decisions forbade a direct boycott of a 
non-union single-employee. Its immediate effect upon union 
growth is questionable, since the Court in no way restricted the 
union from picketing the employer's premises. 
In the area of collective bargaining, the selected cases were 
merely concerned with the scope of an arbitrator's power under a 
collective agreement and had no real effect upon union growth. 
The Courts were reluctant to interfere in the relationships of 
unions with their 100a1s or individual members, unless a question 
of rights were involved. They felt empowered to restrict any 
action by a looal or international which might deny rights and 
privileges afford.ed under the Union's constitution or by-laws. 
Their effects upon union growth were questionable since the Courts 
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merely acted as protectors of rights. 
An appraisal of the state Court decisions indicated oonoern 
with protecting individual rights and property from violent or 
unlawful union actions. In those states having "right to work. II 
lawa, the Court upheld their constitutionality which adversely 
affected union growth. 
The comparative study of Federal and State Courts' deoisions 
reveals that for the r30st part they had favorable effects upon 
union organization. It is apparent that they did not reverse any 
major precedents, but merely clarified or modified some. The 
Courts affirmed legislation enacted under the Taft-Hartley Act, 
which imposed certain restraint on union activity, where, as a 
matter of public policy in certain states, union security provi-
sions were restricted or forbidden. '!'heir Courts upheld their 
validity. Thus, after an evaluation of the decisions' impact upon 
union growth, the author is of the opinion that, in general, the 
Courts had a favorable influence. 
It should be pointed out that during this period of study, 
the Federal Courts showed a more favorable attitude toward unions 
than did the state Court •• 
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This thesis is a study of the effects of court decisions on 
union growth in a selected period of ttme. The period selected 
was that preceding a change in the development of unions. 'l'he 
research is b.sed on an examination of court decisiona during the 
years of 1945 to 1946 inclusive. Not all of the court decisions 
affecting labor were examined, but they were grouped under general 
topic headings. i.e., organizations, strikes, boycotts, picketing, 
collective bargaining and the relationships between the individual 
and the union, and between the union and the international. 
A brief examination of those other factors of union groups, 
auch as government, legislative, public opinion, union leadership 
was discussed since they contributed to the increase or decrease 
in union growth during this period. 
The examination of the selected court decisions indicated 
that the Federal Courts showed a more favorable attitude towards 
union growth than did the State Courts. 
The thesis forms a part of a general study on union growth 
currently being undertaken by the Institute of Industrial Rela-
tiona. 
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